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|J. C. Evans Leaves
For New Assignment

Students And Residents
Urged To Give Blood

Methodists Miniser Appointed Editor
South Coralina Methodist Advocate

Bloodmobile Now On Campus;
Generals Praise Program
Residents of the Clemson area are being urged to participate along with the Clemson cadets in contributing blood
for the Red Cross Blood Bank in a two-day drive today and
tomorrow.

Executive Sergeants
Meet And Make
This Year's Plans
The Clemson Executive Sergeants Club met last Tuesday night
and discussed projects for the
coming year. Included in the discussion were plans for the erection of a sign on the bumming line,
for the addition of overseas hats
to be worn with the summer uniforms, and for an invitation to be
extended to high school seniors to
attend a parade and Inspection of
the Cadet Corps every spring.
The officers of the club are
as follows: President, John T.
Gibbs, mechanical engineering
major of North
Augusta;
vice-president, W. R. Webb,
civil engineering major of
Troy, Alabama; and treasurer,
B. K. Chreltiberg, textile
manufacturing major of Willlamston.
The members of the club
include: E. H. Brown, vocational
agricultural education major of
Woodruff; J. T. McCarter, mechanical engineering major
of
Greenville; C. J. Hammet, animal
husbandry major of Kingstree; G.
S. Wise, Jr., textile engineering
major of Columbia; C. B. Brabham, textile manufacturing major
of Dalzell; and T. R. Rosamond,
civir*engineering major of Greenville.
Also, G. B. Edwards, mechanical engineering major of Florence;
Ralph Stone, vocational agricultural education major of Hyman;
D. K. McLaurin, civil engineering major of Bethurie; J. W. Anderson, animal husbandry major
of Timmonsville; J. .G Duffy, textile manufacturing major of White
Plains, New York; and R. S. Calabro, textile manufacturing major
of Franklin Square, New York.
Also, E. D, Jordan, agricultural
engineering major of Olanta; N.
F. Moseley, electrical engineering
major of Winter Park, Florida; W.
W. Bellamy, vocational agricultural education major of Bamberg;
L. C. Johnson, Jr., arts and sciences major of Charleston; P. W.
Whiteside, agricultural engineering major of Anniston, Alabama;
and R. C Hall, animal husbandry
major of Salisbury, North Carolina.
Also, J. H. Bailey, mechanical
engineering major of Charleston;
L. G. Darby, textile chemistry
major of Charleston; F. R. Mech,
vocational agricultural education
major of Columbia; R. W. Powers,
Jr., civil engineering major of
Pamplico; W. R. Robertson, civil
engineering major of
Laurens;
J. E. Dempsey, mechanical engineering major of AUnderson; W.
Bross, electrical engineering major of reenwood; J. D.
Stacy,
architecture major of Gaffney; and
C. M. McClure, ceramic engineering major of Anderson.

Meeting Of Clemson
Community Choir To
Be Held Wednesday
The Clemson Community Choir
will meet on Wednesday night, November 5, at 9 p.m. at the Clemson Methodist Church. Officers for
the coming year will be elected
.and a chorus will be organized for
the presentation of a Christmas
program.
All members of the choir are
urged to be'present and to bring a
new member. No auditions are required for admission into the
choir, however, auditions will be
required for those wishing to join
the chorus for the Christmas presentation.

By TOMMY GREEN
Next Monday the Rev. J. Claude Evans, pastor of the
Clemson Methodist Church, will leave his local pastorate to
take over the editorship of the South Carolina Methodist
Advocate, with offices in Columbia.

WILL MEET HERE

The Asheville, North Carolina,
Red Cross Bloodmobile will be at
the Clemson Methodist Church
The eighth annual convention of
from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m. on Fri- the South Carolina Dairy Assoday, October 31.
ciation will be held at the Clemson House on November 18 and 19,
Clemson students hold someaccording to W. L. Abernathy of
what of a record for blood conChester, executive secretary of
tributions. Last spring 75 per
the association.
cent of the students eligible to
give blocvi participated in the
At 2 p.m. on Tuesday afterprevious drive and donated ovnoon, dairy farmers and milk
er 1200 pints. Several compandistributors will hear a discusies of the Cadet Corps had 100
sion on the use of the new
per cent participation. Partici"Cold Wall Farm Tanks" and
pation In the blood drive is
the "Tank Truck Pickup" sysstrictly voluntary on the part
tem for delivering milk to
of the students.
plants, followed by a panel
The drive this fall is being cardiscussion on "Milk Flavors."
ried out through the cooperation
A separate session will be held
of leading student organizations,
and the ladies of the campus. Pro- that afternoon for ice cream manfessor Frank A. Burtner of the so- ufacturers beginning with an adcial sciences department is serv- dress on "New Trends in Merchandising Ice Cream" followed by two
ing as chairman of the drive.
entitled:
"Selling
Ice
The student organizations and movies
the military department are
in Cream in Drug Stores" and "Sellcharge of obtaining and scheduling ing Ice Cream in Food Stores."
blood donations. The ladies are to
The dairymen will hold their
bake cookies and serve them with
annual business session on
drinks to donors as well as assist
Wednesday morning, Novemwith the administrative details of
ber 19. Highlighting the prothe blood collection.
gram that afternoon will be
The following statements have
addresses by C. R. Schoby of
been received from military leadAlgona, Iowa, president of the
ers in Korea in appreciation to the
American Dairy Association,
various universities and colleges
and Dr. S. F. Brody, professor
taking part in the blood drive.
of dairy husbandry, University
of Missouri.
1 am deeply grateful to the
Universities and Colleges in
The meeting will be concludthe Area of the Third Army
ed on Wednesday evening with the
which have joined so magnifiannual banquet and an address by
cently in campaigning for a
Colonel Jack Major, humorist
continuing flow of blood donaand raconteur from Paducah,
tions to save the lives and
Kentucky.
men wounded in Korea. To see
what this blood does, as I have
in medical stations at
the
front anvi hospitals in the rear,
Is to know how vital it is to
have a generous supply arriving steadily from home
"The knowledge that blood
is being given for them and
will be at hand if needed probAssociate professor Thomas A.
ably does more than any other
Campbell, Jr. of the textile manone thing to keep high the conagement department of the Clemfidence and the cheer of our
son school of textiles is attending
men — your men — as they
the annual fall conference of the
endure the incredible severiSociety for the Advancement of
ties of defending you and the
Management which is being held
rest of the free world from
today and tomorrow at Hotel Statthe Communist enemy. To all
ler in New York City.
who make the uniquely personal contribution of blood to our
The Society for the Advancement
great cause, I want to express
of Management, of which Profesnot alone the thanks but also
sor Campbell is a member, is toe
the heartfelt indebtness of my
recognized national professional soself auJ every other man of
ciety of management people- in
the United
Nations Comindustry, commerce, government,
mand." Signed Mark Clark,
and education.
commander in chief, Far East
Command.

Colonel C. M. Boyer, national director of
the ROA, spoke before senior MS students last Tuesday in the 'auditorium of
the Chemistry Building. Shown above
from left to right are: Col. J. Strom

Sage Club Sponsors
Ponel Discussion On
November 14, Election
The Sage Club of Clemson sponsored a panel discussion on the
coming presidential election last
Tuesday night at 7:30 in the auditorium of the New Chemistry
Building.
Mr. Leon Rice, prominent
Andersonian and delegate to
the National Democratic Convention last summer, spoke for
the Democrats. The Republicans were represented by Mr.
John Schofield, well - known
lawyer from Walhalla.
After the formal discussion the
floor was open for questions from
the audience. This program was
sponsored by the Sage Club as a
public service to the people of the
Clemson community and surrounding areas.

Robinson Named Section
Chairman Of American
Ceramic Society Recently

Gilbert C. Robinson, head of the
ceramic engineering department at
Clemson, has been elected chairman of the Tennessee Valley Section of the American Ceramic Society at its annual meeting which
was held in Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Glass that floats on water was
one of the many new developments in ceramics that keynoted
the fourth anniversary meeting of
the Tennessee Valley Section. Attendants to the meeting witnessed
demonstrations of foam glass,
glass fibers, one-way glass, and
toughened glass. These demonstrations were followed by a description of the new ceramic components being developed by the Air
Force for jet aircraft and rockets.
The Tennessee Valley Section's
growth in four years is indicative
of the growth in the ceramic industries of the South. The organization's mailing list includes over
600 names with representatives in
nine southern states and includes
manufacturers for the many divisions of the ceramic industry:
glass, cement, enamels, whitewares, refractories, raw material
processing, and structural clay
products.

Thurmond, who introduced the speaker;
Col. Boyer; Commander T. N. Fortson,
national committeeman; and Major Carroll Collins, vice-president of the state
ROA.

Boyer Speaks To Senior M. S. Students
Colonel C. M. Boyer, national executive director of the
Reserve Officers Association,
spoke before all students enrolled in senior military science on Tuesday, October 28, in
the auditorium of the Chemistry Building.
In his talk, Colonel Boyer re-

Reserve and he expressed the
desire that all graduates keep
an interest in the Reserve.
Colonl J. Strom Thurmond,
president of the South Carolina Reserve Officers Association, urged students to affiliate
themselves with the ROA.

lated the history of the reserves and brought out the
fact that 98 per cent of all
World War II officers were
members of the Reserve and
that 85 per cent of all officers
in the Korean War are in the
reserve. He said that the country will not survive without the

Thorny Portraits Are Now
On Exhibition In Library

T. A. Campbell Is Alpha Zela Holds
Attending Textile Formal Initiation;
Meeting In N. Y. Fourteen Selected

"Renewed activity along Eighth
Army front has emphasized the requirement for a continued flow of
fresh blood to Korea.
"The efforts of the Third Army
Area in the past have been greatly appreciated and we have all
confidence in your continued support." Signed James A. Van Fleet,
C. G., Eighth U. S. Army.

Mr. Evans came to Clemson
from Walhalla in the fall of 1950
as pastor of the local church and
as a member of the religion department faculty.
Born in Anderson in 1917, Mr.
Evans received his early education in the local schools. After his
graduation from Boy's High he
attended Wofford College graduating with the A. B. degree. He
then enrolled at the Duke Divinity
School, Duke University, where he
received the B. D. degree in 1940.
Further graduate study carried
him to the University of Chicago
and Union Theological Seminary
—TIGER Staff Photo by Jack Trimmler in New York.

The South Carolina Chapter of
agriculture fraternity, held its formal initiation on Thursday night,
October 16, after a week of informal initiation.
The members of file organization are selected from undergraduate and graduate agricultural students of high
scholastic standing on the basis of character, leadership,
and personality. The objects of
the fraternity are to promote
the profession of agriculture, to
and a spirit of fellowship
among all its members; and to
band together a group of outstanding technical agricultural
men.

Display Of Portraits Of Prominent South
Carolinians To Be On Display Until Sunday
A group of studies of prominent South Carolinians done
by Abraham Thorny, outstanding young portrait photographer of Lake City, has been on public exhibition in the
Browsing Room of the Clemson College Library all this
week. The portraits will continue to be displayed until
Sunday, November 2
The portraits include those of
Bernard M. Baruch, Miss Will
Lou Gray, Lester Bates, General Charles P. Summerall,
Chief Justice Gordon Baker,
Dr. Havilan Babcock, Dr. Kenneth M. Lynch, the late Dr.
W. W. Ball, A. S. Salley, J.
Strom
Thurmond,
Judge
George Bell Timmerman, Dr.
Henry R. Sims, Judge Ashton
H. Williams, Dr. Robert F.
Poole, Dr. Samuel L. Prince,
Dr. Archibald Rutledge, A. L.
M. Wiggens, and Bishop John
J. Russell.

Those who were recently initiated into the fraternity are as follows: A. E. DeWitt, agricultural
engineering major of Darlington;
E. D. Howey, vocational agricultural education major of Port
Mill; W. K. Kaiser, agricultural
economics major of Lexington.
Also, C. P. Kinard, agricultural engineering major of Clemson; L. C.
Lawson, agronomy major of Darlington; A. W. Leland, dairy major of Wadmalaw' Island; V. A.
Loy, entomology major of Florence; A. L. McCaskill, dairy major of Bishopville; Also, W. I. Molony, agronomy major of Sullivan's
Island; W. G. Moore, agricultural engineering major of Olantaj, R.
B. Nickles, animal husbandry major of Hodges; R. M. North, vocational
agricultural
education
major of Stockton, Georgia; W. E.
Seigler, agricultural engineering
major of Wagener; and B. M. Sander, dairy major of Cordova.

Also Governor James F. Byrnes,
Dr. James C. Kinard, James C.
Self, Bishop John J. Gravatt, Dr.
F. W. Bradley, Dr. Charles Haddon Nabers, Sam L. Latimer, State
Senator Lawrence L. Hester, Edward Hodges, Colonel J. Monroe
Johnson, Senator Olin D. Johnston,
Leon Keyserling, Josephine Pickney, Melvin Purvis, Martha Rountree, Katherine D. Mayrant Simons, Dr. A. E. Tibbs, and H. R.
Turner.

NOTICE!
Those students that have'not
yet paid in full the six dollars
for their copy of the 1953 TAPS
are reminded that this money
is due by November 15. This
money may be paid any night
after supper in the TAPS office, basement of seventh barracks. This money must be in
by November 15, in order that

Thorny graduated from Lake
City High School and studied photography in Philadelphia. After
serving for three years as an aerial photographer in the Army Air
Corps in the Pacific Theater during World War II, he returned to
Lake City in 1947 and applied himself in the study of his art. In
the past five years he has received wide recognition in the field
of photographic portraiture.

Other works by Thorny being
shown are portraits of Senator
Richard B. Russell and Senator
Estes Kefauver.

Feast Of All Saints Be
Observed By Caholics

day cake during an intermission birthday party.
The orchestra has . played repeat engagements at the Meadowbrook in Cedar Grove, New Jersey; Hotel Statler in New York;
Steel Pier in Atlantic City; Coney
Island Park in Cincinnati; State
Theatre in Hartford, Connecticut;
and in many other famous places.
An unusual feature of this "let's
have him back" movement is the
repeat requests Elliot gets from
colleges. Most campus dances feature a different band every season
so that the students have a chance
to hear the greatest possible number of famous orchestras. Yet
Lawrence is asked to return on
every college prom he plays. In
most cases he does come back,
failing to do so only when his
routing takes the band into another section of the nation. His
consistant pleasing music has

center of attraction in the music
business. He has played for dances
at more than three hundred colleges and universities scattered
throughout the United States.
Winner of the Billboard Magazine Campus Poll for the third '
consecutive year, the Lawrence
orchestra has been hailed as
the greatest college prom band
in many years. Not since the
Casa Loma Orchestra was at
its peak has a name orchestra
so dominated the prom scene.
Just beginning its sixth year in
the business, the Lawrence band
has won more awards than any
other young group. Named as the
"Band of the Year" by Look Magazine, the orchestra came in for
a similar accolade from the editors of Orchestra World. In addition, it placed high on the Down
Beat and Metronome popularity

Outstanding instrumentalists
and the piano magic of Lawrence himself highlight the orchestra's presentation. Featured with the orchestra in its
appearance here will be vocalist Rosalind Patton, who is
rated as one of the most capable singers with a name band
today.
Rosalind Patton, attractive 5'2"
vocalist, has been with Elliot Lawrence's orchestra almost since the
day he organized his first band.
A native of Philadelphia she,
like Lawrence, is a graduate of
the famed "Children's Hour" which
is still going strong on WCAU and
WCAU-TV in Philadelphia. ,
When Lawrence was in high
school, he organized his first band,
"The Bandbusters." Rosalind, a
long-time friend of Elliot, was first
to join the group as vocalist.
-
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Mr. Evans has held appointments in Charlotte, N. C, as
assistant
pastor
at
First
Methodist Church and Associate Pastor of the Washington
Methodist Church In Columbia.
While in Columbia he was director of the Wesley Foundation at the University of South
Carolina. In 1942 he was appointed pastor of the McCormick Methodist Church at McCormick, but his appointment
was interrupted by the war. He
was called into the service as a
chaplin In the navy, serving in
the South Pacific.
After his return to civilian life,
Mr. Evans became pastor of the
Walhalla Methodist Church.
The Rev. Evans, an active worker with young people, was State
Director of the Methodist Student
Movement.
He lists working with young
people among his hobbies. His other favorite pastimes are mountain
trout fishing, golf, and writing. He
feels that his outside writing was
partly responsible for his appointment as editor-in-chief of the Advocate.
Mr. Evans is married to the former Maxilla Everett of Palmyra,
N. C. They have four children,
Sara Margaret, Joseph Claude, Jr.,„
Robert Everett, and John Baker.

AIEE Holds Final
October Meeting
The final meeting, for the month
of October, of the 'Clemson student
chapter of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers was held
in the 100 Riggs Hall on Tuesday.
Among the thirty-odd who attended were faculty members S. R.
Rhodes and F. T. Tingley.
The business transacted consisted primarily of a motion, which
was carried to change the meeting time from 7:00 to 6:30. Following the completion of the
business, three films were shown.
The showing included two films
which were edited by the General Electric Company. One of
these showed the manufacture
of
the
steam
turbine
and
the other was a review of the
importance of electric power in the
railroad industry.
The latter film emphasized the
importance of ever-expanding research—the diesel-electric locomotive and the gas turbine locomotive

Mr. Evans recalls that "two
of the happiest years of my
life were spent preaching here
at Clemson. I can't imagine
where a more responsive
church, more cooperative relationship between denominations, or a finer group of students can be found."

On Saturday, November 1, the
Feast of All Saints will be obThe Reverend G. R. Cannon,
served at St. Andrew's Catholic
formerly of St. Marks Methodist
Church of Clemson.
Masses will be in the church at Church, in Columbia, has been assigned 'to take the post Mr. Evans
6:30 and 8:00 a. m.

ASME Holds
Meeting Tuesday
The Clemson branch of
the
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers held its regular semimonthly meeting last Tuesday
night in Riggs Hall.
At the meeting, with Richard
M. Berry of Charleston presiding,
plans' were made for the club's
annual banquet which is to be held
on Wednesday night, November 19.
One of the highlights of the meeting was a talk by B. E. Goodale,
professor of dairying, who spoke
on "Advertising and Its Relation
to Engineers."

Eisenhower Is Favorite Of
Clemson Students And Faculty
General Leads Governor
Stevenson In Recent Poll
General Dwight D. Eisenhower, the Republican Presidential nominee, has emerged as the favorite candidate in a
recently-conducted poll of the Clemson student body and
faculty. Among all those polled, Eisenhower was the choice
on 61% of the ballots; Adlai Stevenson was the selection of
33%; and 6% of the Clemson students and faculty were undecided,
the two groups, the faculty alone ( -~
and the students alone, the per- made up their minds at the date
centages
are slightly changed. of the poll.
Most of General ElsenhowGeneral Eisenhower has stronger
er's support came from the
support in the faculty group with
freshman class, which gave
69 per cent as compared with 60
per cent in the student group. Govhim 34 per cent of his total
20 per cent of the votes cast in the
votes. The other classes backfaculty group, but the Democratic
ed him as folows: sophomore,
nominee rated 34 per cent in the
28 per cent; junior, 27 per
student group, an increase of one
cent; and senior, 11 per cent.
percentage point over his combinGovernor Stevenson also received student-faculty total.
ed his greatest support from the
Undecided faculty members num- freshman class with a percentage
bered 11 per cent, whereas only of 44 per cent. The sophomore,
6 per cent of the students had not junior, and senior classes voted 22
per cent, 21 per cent, and 13 per
cent respectively for the Blinois
governor.

Elliot Lawrence Brings Orchestra Back For Return Engagement
By BOBBY MTXON
When Elliot Lawrence brings his
band back to Clemson for the Autumn Ball on November 7 and 8,
It will be a continuation of a unique
record which the popular young
orchestra leader holds in the dance
band field. He and his band have
been invited, and in most cases
returned, back to every place they
have ever appeared.
Elliot Lawrence played for
the 1948 Mid-Winters and turned out to be not only a hit
at far as his musicianship
was concerned but also in regard to his amiable
and
pleasing personality. While
he was
at Clemson
in
February, 1948, the gifted pianist celebrated
his
twenty-third
birthday.
The
Corps of Cadets went all-out in
welcoming him to Clemson and

vacates here at Clemson.
Mr. Evans commented on hi*
successor as "one of the ablest
younger preachers of South Carolina and is well fitted to carry on
the student and church program at
the Clemson Methodist Church.
Although his family has already
moved to Columbia, Mr. Evan»
will be here to preach his last
sermon to the Clemson congregation this Sunday morning.

came the house-band at radio station WCAU, Rosalind was signed
by the young maestro as permanent band vocalist.
She sang with the band up
until 1944 when she decided to
join the WAVES. There, her
singing talents were discovered
and she was placed in 'Special Service." With the assignment came many months of
entertaining at service centers
up and down the eastern seaboard. The experience she
gained gave her the polish of
a veteran performer.
At the war's end, the name of
Elliot Lawrence had gained prominence in the band business.
Rosalind looked up Elliot and once
again joined the now famed aggregation. Today, she shows promise
of becoming one of the nation's

Clemson students who make
their homes in the lower part
of South Carolina comprised 46
per cent of the total number of
students who voted for Elsenhower. The General earned 35
per cent of his support from
Upper-Staters, and 19 per cent
of his votes were cast by students other than South Carolinians.
On the other hand, Governor
Stevenson collected 42 per cent of
his total backing from students
living in the upper part of the
state. Students from the Low
Country gave him 39 per cent. Outcent of the total student vote for
Stevenson.
The poll, which theoretically
represents a cross-section of the
Clemson student body and faculty,
was conducted by members of the
Tiger. staff. The votes were tabulated by administrative officials of
the college and the editors of the

Lt. C. D. Williams
Assigned Duty At
Redstone Arsenal
Lt. Cletus D. Williams, class of
1952, has been assigned to Redstone
Arsenal at Huntsville, Alabama. He
will have duty in the classification
and assignment division of the
military personnel division.
The lieutenant received his bachlor of science degree in textile
manufacturing from Clemson in
June 1952. He received his Army
commission upon completion of
ROTC requirements at Clemson.
Lieutenant Williams entered
service in August of this year,
and was assigned to Aberdeen
Proving Ground,
Maryland,
before being
transferred to
Redstone, the Ordnance Corps'
key control and coordination
center for the Army's vast
guided missile and rocket programs.
Before entering service, Lt. Williams was employed as an assistant
in research and development at
Springs Cotton Mills in Lancaster.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Cletus D. Williams of Lancaster. He
is married to the former Miss Florrie Douglas Farr of Greenville.

James K. Willis Recently
Named Student Secretary
Future Farmers America..
James K. Willis, agriculture
junior of McColl, was recently
elected student secretary of the
Future Farmersof America at the
groups 25th annual convention in
Kansas City, Missouri.
The 20-year-old Clemson student
is former South Carolina state
president of the Future Farmers
of America. He has raised cattle
on the family farm which has
been handed down through tiie
years on an original grant from
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WHERE THE CLEMSON STUDENTS COME FROM
FIRST SEMESTER 1952-/953
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TO 1944-1945
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OTHER
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CAROLINA
2204
CAR. a GEORGIA 288
SOU. STATES
125
STATES
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SOUTH CAROLINA
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OTHER SECTIONS
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He who works with his hands
is a laborer. He who works with National Teachers Exam
hjs hands and head is a craftsman. To Be Given Throughout
He who works with his hands,
head, and heart is an artist. And U. S. On February 14, '53
he who works with his hands, his
The National Teachers Examhead, his heart, and his feet is a inations, prepared and administersalesman.
ed annually by Educational Testing Service, will be given at 200
SCHEDULE OF PICTURES
testing centers throughout the
AT
United States on Saturday, February 14, 1953.
At the one-day testing session
a
candidate
may take the Common
"ON THE CAMPUS"
Examinations, which include tests
October 30
in Professional Information, General Culture, English Expression,
HIGH NOON
—Starring—
and Non-verbal Reasoning; and
Starring Gary Cooper, Grace
one or two of eight Optional
Kelly
#
Examinations designed to demon—Also—
strate mastery of subject matter
to be taught.
ATOMIC CITY
Starring Gene Barry, Lydia
The college which a candiClarke
date is attending, or the school
Saturday Morning
system in which he is seeking
LEAVE IT TO THE
employment, will advise him
whether he should take the
MARINES
Starring Sid Melton, Mary Lynn
National Teachers ExaminaChildren 5c — Others 9c
tions and which of the Optional Examinations to select.
Late Show Sat. Night
OUTLAW WOMEN
Application forms and a BulleStarring Marie Windsor^
tin of Information describing regRichard
istration procedure and containing
November 3
j sample test questions may he obtained from college officials, school
LURE OF THE
superintendents, or directly from
WILDERNESS
the National Teachers ExaminaStarring Jean Peters, Jeffrey
tions, Educational Testing Service,
Hunter
November 4
! P. O. Box 592, Princeton, New
Jersey. Completed applications, acSHADOW IN THE SKY
Starring Nancy Davis, Ralph
Meeker
November 5-6
Drake's will set the pace in
—STYLE
HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE
DAME
—QUALITY
Charles Laughfon, Maureen
—REASONABLE PRICES
O'Hara
Featuring "McGregor" among
November 6-7
our many famous name brands
FRONTIER GAL
of merchandise.
Yvonne de Carlo
PICTURES COMING

CLEMSON T

QUO VADIS
A Return Engagement

SON OF PALEFACE
With Bob Hope, Jane Russell

DRAKE'S

Next to Center Theater
GREENVILLE, S. C.

Deadline For Draft
Exam Applications Is
Midnight
Nov. 1st
Selective Service officials today
reminded college students that the
deadline for submitting applications for the December 4 Selective
Service College Qualifications Test
is midnight November 1 (Saturday), and that applications postmarked after that time cannot be
considered. Local draft boards
have an adequate supply of test
application blanks on hand for
draft-eligible students.
Students are to mail their completed applications to Educational
Testing Service of Princeton, New
Jersey.
To be eligible to apply for
the college deferment test a
student must (1) intend to request deferment as a student;
(2) be satisfactorily pursuing
a full-time course of instruction; and (3) must not have
previously taken the Selective
Service College Qualification
Test.
Another test will be held April
23, 1953 but General Hershey emphasized that increasing manpower
demands make it important that
each draft-eligible student who has
not taken the test do so as soon
as possible.
Students whose academic year
will end in January 1953 have been
urged to take the r -cember 4,
1952 test so they will have a test
score in their cover sheets before
the end of their academic year,
at which time their boards will
reopen and reconsider their cases
(Continued on Page 5)
companied by proper examination
fees, will be accepted by the ETS
office during November, and in
January so long as they are re*
ceived before January 16, 1953.

CHICAGO, 111., Oct. 15 —Formal announcement of the details
for the Uhlmann Awards Student
Contest for 1953, an annual affair
now in its fourth year has just
been made.
This contest is sponsored by
Richard F. Uhlmann, President of
the Uhlmann Grain Co. and a former President of the Chicago
Board of Trade, to stimulate an increasingly broader interest in the
marketing of grain on the part of
college students as well as by lectures and instructors working for
advanced degrees throughout the
United States and Canada.
Through it, Mr. Uhlmann in inaugurating the contest in 1949 as a
memorial to his late father, (who
had been very prominent in both
the domestic and export grain
trade for nearly four decades),
hoped to develop a still better insight into and a broader understanding of the fundamentals and
functions of, and the economic necessity for the existence of commodity exchanges such as the Chicago Board of Trade. The continuation of the contest is indication of
continued realization of his objectives.
Mr. Uhlmann has again
made available the sum of $1,250.00 for distribution to writers of the prize-winning theses
for the 1953 Contest. It is to be
equally divided between the
two classes
of participants;
these two being known
as
Group "A", consisting of Under-graduate S t u d e n ts and
Group "B",
composed of
Graduate Students.
Papers submitted must treat of
some aspect or aspects of grain
marketing activity but otherwises,
there are no restrictions as to the
scope of their subject matter. As
to the text material itself, while
naturally the matters of organization, presentation English and composition will necessarily carry
weight in assessing the value of
the manuscript, in the final analysis, it will be the presence of originality of thought coupled with
the evidence of independent research and study, that will t>ut-
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•SESSION tCMN AM ENDED WITHIN CALENDAR TEAR

978 students, respectively. Following the war, many students entered or returned to the College in the middle of
the session, and during the post-war period many students have been graduated in the middle of the session.
Hence, the post-war enrollments are given by semester!
rather than by regular sessions.

The above graph shows the growth of Clemson College
from the opening of the institution in July 1893 to the
current semester, with an estimated figure for the second
semester of this session. These figures do not include
army trainees which increased the low enrollments of the
war year of 1943-1944 and 1944-1945 to 2204 students and

Lions Club Sponsoring
Broom Sales To Help
South Carolina's Blind
Tonight the Clemson Lions Club
is sponsoring a broom sale drive to
help raise funds for the South Carolina Institute for the Blind. These
brooms are made by fclind people
at the Blind Institute in Columbia,
and are being sold through all the
Lions Clubs in South Carolina, as
well as in many stores and business establishments.
The funds from the sale of
these brooms go- to help defray
weigh other considerations.
Full details governing the Student Awards Contest may be secured from the Deans of Agricultural Economics and Commerce
Schools at all recognized universities and colleges or by writing direct to the Chicago Board of Trade,
141 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago (4), Illinois.

interesting program outlining the
aims and objectives of the Jaycee organization.

(lemson-Pendlelon Organizing Jaycees
A second meeting for the purpose of organizing a Clemson-Pendleton Junior Chamber of Commerce will be held tonight at 7:30
in the lounge of the Clemson
House.
Persons in the Clemson-Pendleton area interested in becoming charter members of
the organization should contact
any one of the membership
committee, which included Ed

Olson, Dick Plyler, Bob Christenberry, aiftl Earl Cumings.
At a previous meeting the Jaycee state president, Bob Jolley of
Greenville; the state membership
chairman, Robert Gantt of Pickens; and the president of the Central Junior Chamber of Commerce, Robert Bowen, gave an

EAT AT

Sam's Luncheonette
116 North Main Street
ANDERSON, S. C.

HALE'S
Registered Jewelers - American Gem Society
LEADING JEWELERS AND DIAMOND MERCHANTS
SINCE 1856
Greenville
South Carolina

the expenses of operating the
institute for the blind. Price of
the brooms will be 81.50. Door
mats will be sold for $2.75.
It has been announced that a
member of the Clemson Lions Club
will call at every home in the community at some time between 6 p
m. and 8 p. m. tonight.
All those who desire to help to
aid the blind of South Carolina are
asked to turn on their front porch
light at dark.

NOTICE!
We are now taking orders on formal wear for the
AUTUMN BALL—NOV. 7 and 8

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW FLANNEL SLACKS AT

CLEMSON

HOKE SLOAN

IIIOtfS_

SENECA

WHERE QUALITY IS THE BY-WORD

VOTE TUESDAY!
Go To The Polls EARLY-You Do Not Need A
Poll Tax Receipt! Every Citizen Should Vote!

WHO
DID
IT?

CLIP THIS BALLOT AND TAKE IT TO THE POLLS WITH YOU
LOW COST^
JELECTRicrry

The Bollot Looks Like This
To

Vote

For The

DEMOCRATIC NOMINEES

PARITY PRICE
SUPPORTS

Put An (X) In Circle Under Democrat
OM

WGSEUAMDS ARE PRfC&ESS/
Ifroy protect ffco American way of We ... our homes, our freedom*, our future.
These Hands, sensitively trained to respond acutely to the commands of an alert mind and courageous heart, are the hands of a
United States Air Force Pilot.
The skillful touch of these hands attunes the blasting speed of
modem jet aircraft to ebective missions in discouraging any
enemy. These hands are supremely capable of flying and fighting
these machines with devastating effect.
These Hands belong to young, spirited American men (not supermen) who desire to live
unmolested in a free America ... who want to enjoy the same rights and opportunities open to
all real American people.

Mark Does It — Yen De Not Hot* To Vote For Indtvkktal Hectors
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Adlai E. Stevenson

Dwight D. Eisenhower

Dwight D. Eisenhower
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John J. Sparkmon
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Richard M. Nixon
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These Hands represent a man ready to qualify for this tremendous task because he is between
the ages of 19 and 26 H years, unmarried, and in excellent physical condition, especially eyes,
ears, heart and teeth. He possesses at least two years of college and the inherent urge to fly.

WHERE To Get More Details

_

AltCtAFT

US AIR FORCE

FARM
■* 'PROSPERITY*

THE
DEMOCRATS

These Hands shape the destiny of America... the difference between our survival and obhvion.
The U. S. Air Force needs the hands, the minds and the hearts of young Americans who
desire to "make the American way a greater way of peace and happiness for all.

PILOT

■

In the old days it was "mine the
soil and the devil take the
future." Today 4 out of 5 farms
in America are in soil conservation districts. More than 52
million acres of restored, improved farm and pasture land
are producing more for our farmezs.Who did it?—the Democrats!

Farm output has increased nearly
50 per cent since 1932. Net income for the average farmer is
now ten times what it was in
1932. Farmers have more modern, mechanical equipment —
bought and paid for—than was
dreamed of 20 years ago. Work
is easier. Today farmers prosper
in a thriving economy—along
with everybody else. Who did tit
v—the Democrats!

These Hands belong to our-sons—yours and mine. Youths who
must decide today how they can share in defense of our nation and
also better themselves. To insure greater chances of their success,
today's college men should be encouraged to complete their education and then serve their country best by enlisting as Aviation
Cadets in the U. S. Air Force.
Theirs is the choice of becoming either a Pilot or Aircraft
Observer. After graduation as Second Lieutenants in the U. S. Air
Force, they wear the silver wings of flying executives and begin
earning nearly $5300 a year.

VW your moarott U. S. Air fort* Sot* or write <Hnct
U Aviation Cadtt, H.odquor»*n, U. S. Air Fort*
WotMwfM IS, D. C.

The Republican Party voted
against the program that insures
farmers fair prices for their crops.
But prices of all basic farm
products are now supported at
90 per cent of parity, despite the
Republicans. Farmers are protected against price drops that
could wipe them out. Who did
iti—lhe Democrats!

soriA

) F. E. Brodie

) Wilton E. Hall

/ rCffX

INSTRUCTIONS: To rot* a stiwkjht
W tome. To vet* • mbuA ticket, w
too MM) <mok* * coon 00 PMffc m I

PRESIDENT

PRESIDENT

Only 1 farm in 10 had electricity
in 1932. Today 9 out of 10 have
it! The Republican Party tries
to cripple the rural electrification
program. But America's farmers
get low-cost electricity anyway.
Who did it?—the Democrats!

This if Script—"printing press money" issued by the City of Anderson, S. C. during the lost Republican administration which gave ui 5-cent cotton, $1 day wages, busted banks and starvation. ..Charleston and other cities
used script during the Republican depression, as did the State of South Carolina to pay its teachers and employees.
Want a CHANGE to these conditions again?

Advertisement of South Carolina Democratic Party, Edgar A. Brown, Chairman

DID
IT!

Thursday, October 30, 1952

LITTLE THEATRE
Tom Clemson T
FIVE STUDENTS

Letters To
Dear Tom:
This is the first time in my years at
Clemson that the spirit has ever been this
low at the Carolina game. I was really disappointed in the boys Thursday. The football team, didn't give up. Why should we?
I know it's hard to keep yelling when we
aren't on top, but we here at Clemson have
had great teams for quite a while.
You know that you can't keep on winning
year after year, all the time. Several
people told me that the spirit was at the
lowest ebb this year that it has ever been
in Columbia.
We have a reputation for having about
the best school spirit in the South, and I'd
like to see us keep it. Auburn has about
the best spirit I've ever seen. When we
were beating them 41 to 0 two years ago
down there in 17 degree weather, they were
still yelling their brains out. We can do
the same, Tom.
In Charlottesville, Va., last weekend
when Duke was beating Virginia 21 to 0,
they would stand up and yell for four and
five minutes at the time. Then, when they
started a drive in the third quarter, I
thought they would knock the stands down
with the noise.
Let's not forget that Clemson is still our
school, and it's still our football team, not
Coach Howard's. Let's stay behind that
Tiger team for the rest of the season. The
fight is a long way from being over yet! We
still have four games to go yet. So let's stick
by the team and Coach Howard until it's all
over.
Sincerely,
Dave Moorhead.
Editor's Note: Amen!
Clemson, South Caraolina
October 27, 1952
Dear Tom:
In view of The Tiger's policy of not taking sides in the coming election, I certainly cannot understand why it should stoop
to such low depths as to print the political
advertisement which appeared on the back
page of the last issue. I'm sure someone on
The Tiger staff must have a red face about
now, realizing that on page two they stated a firm policy of non-partisan views
which was quite commendable and then
completely off-set the high principales expressed editorially.
I feel certain if the financial condition
of The Tiger is such that it has to accept
money for printing ads which are definitely
poor taste, the people of Clemson, the alumni, and friends of the college would be glad
to come to its assistance. Considering the
wide circulation of The Tiger to servicemen throughout the world, many of us feel
that this type article in the college newspaper is a reflection on the people of Clemson and the college as a whole.
It is a most unfortunate situation, indeed, when the South has begun to live in
the present and is looking forward to the
future, to have some cheap, narrow-minded
politician write such degrading trash,*bringing up the unpleasantness of the past merely for the purpose of stirring up dissension
and distorting peoples' minds for the sake
of a few votes.
Everyone knows "Ike" was trained on
taxpayers' money so he could serve our Nation in peace and war, but some people
overlook the fact that General Vaughn was
paid with taxpayers' money so he could sit
in the White House and conduct his "deepfreeze" crookedness.

YMCA Cabinet, Advisory
Board Will Hold Meet
Tomorrow At Y Cabin
The YMCA Cabinet and Advisory Board will hold a meeting at
the T' Cabin on the Seneca River
from 5 p.m. until 8 p.m. on Friday,
October 31.
The presidents of all student organizations on the campus are invited to meet with the group.
In case their president is unable
to attend, each organization on the
campus is invited to send one representative to the meeting.

DILLARD'S
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The article in question overlooked the
calendar of corruption of the past administration, but looking back at the papers in
our library, surely you can still remember
some of these scandals that happened in
only six months or less:
1. Senate Committee's report oon R. F.
C. influence and favoritism.
2. Pro-Trum.an Democrats in Mississippi
selling Federal patronage jobs.
3. The huge profits in questionable ship
deals by Casey, Rosenbaum, and Newbold
Morris.
4. Commissioner. Schoeneman resigns
for "ill health."
5. Truman finally fires Collector Delaney under great pressure.
6. New York Collector James Johnson
fired.
7. Alcohol Tax Chief James Olson resigns.
8. San Francisco Collector James Smyth
and eight others suspended.
9. Finnegan indicted and convicted for
bribery and misconduct in office.
10. Tennessee Collector Lipe Henslee resigns for "reasoons of poor health."
These were in your local newspapers in*
the short time of less than six months. Multiply this number by 14, the length of the
Truman administration, and you still
wouldn't have a complete picture of the
crookedness in Washington in the last seven
years.
High-Tax Harry and his merry and illhealth tax collectors have raised a monument to insatiable greed that tops anything
ever known to Americans. He has taxed us
310 billion in seven years. This is 65 billion
more than all preceding presidents put together, including FDR.
Do you know what this means to you? If
you earned $2,000 in 1940, you need $4,165
today to "have it so good" after swollen taxes and attendant inflation!
It's your fault if you have to scramble
like mad to make both ends meet today to
be as good a provider. It is your fault if
you let this continue by expecting the Tax
and Spend Boys to reform just because
they have changed the face of one person
in leadership!
It was our patriotic duty to buy War
Bonds in 1942. But to add insult to injury,
we were sold the idea that if we invested
$750 in War Bonds, we could buy a new $1,000 car in 10 years when the bonds matured. The only thing is, now that 1952 has rolled around and the bonds have matured, the
car costs $2,500 which includes $800 in direct and hidden taxes!
They say we "never had it so good" and
so one fellow I 'know thought until a few
weeks ago when he received a telegram
from the War Department saying he had
lost his only son in the Truman-Korean
war.
A fine example of what Harry, Stevenson, and the gang may try to do in the next
four years (if they are elected) is given in
the following:

By Chuck Burnett
The cadet actors in the Clemson
Little Theater's forthcoming "Ten
Little Indians" are students who
have the theater in their blood if
their past records have any bearing on the matter.
All five performing cadets have
had previous experience in two
or moire productions prior to their
work here.
Probably the most accomplished actor of the five is
Alan Cannon, a day student
from Anderson, who has acted
in three Little Theater plays
at Clemson. As a sophomore
last year he appeared in "Hay
Fever," "Berkley Square,"
and "If Men Played Cards as
Women Do." In the past he
has acted with the Anderson
College Players in several
supporting roles.
As the hero, Philip Lombard,
in "Ten Little Indians," he arts
a leading role with the confidence
gained only through experience.
He is a member of Phi Tau Phi
Sigma.
John Haytas, a sophomore from
West Patterson, New Jersey, fills
the part of Sir Lawrence Wargrave. For four years he was
a member of the high school debating team. His dramatic interests were fulfilled in the senior
play "Smilin' Thru" and a play
produced by his junior English
class.
Pete Peck, also a sophomore,
plays the part of Rogers the butler in "Ten Little Indians". Previously he appeared in "Atomic
Blonde" and the senior play in
high school and was seen last
year in the "Conjurer's Stone"
presented by the Clemson Little
Theater. He is a member of AIA.
From Dock Street Theater of
Charleston comes Jimmie O'Hear
with four years experience. Serving two years as usher and two
years as house manager he became well acquainted with almost
all phases of the theater.
His
acting ability was tested in two
high school plays as
ell. Only a
freshman, he handles his part as
(Continued on Page 5)

MOVIE REVIEW

The Greatest Show On Earth
BY BOBBY MIXON
If there were every any doubts
that Cecil B. DeMille is Hollywood's master showman, "The
Greatest Show on Earth," a Paramount picture which will play all
next week at the Clemson Theatre,
should dispel them for all time. In
this massive Technicolor circus
epic, producer - director DeMille
has packed a whirlwind two and a
half hours of thrills, chills, melodrama, and laughter — every minute of it stamped unmistakeably
with his special genius.
With an investment of three
years' work and more than $4,000,000, the greatest maker of film
spectacles has earned a rich dividend resplendent with all the vivid
color of the circus, sparkling with
the tinseled excitement of its fabulous arena displays, and pulsing
with the vigor and movement of
the human machine that keeps the
Big Top going.
But "The Greatest Show on
Eath" is more than a compelling portrait of the bold and
strange and joyous things on
view beneath the circus' canvas roof. It is a sensitive and
revealing record of the libes of
circus performers and workers — their strength,, their
pride, their courage, their passions, their failures, and their
triumphs.
To stage this immense drama,
DeMille used the full facilities of
the Ringling Brothers - Barnum
and Bailey Circus and the services
of some of Hollywood's most talented players. Among the stars, Betty Hutton is seen as a daring aerialist; Cornel Wilde plays a romantic and reckless trapeze perform-

er; Charlton Heston portrays the
iron-willed circus boss; Dorothy
Lamour takes over the role of a
sultry hula girl; Gloria Grahame
is cast as a come-hither elephant
girl; and James Stewart appears
as a bulb-nosed circus clown.
In the Interest of realistic excitement, De Mille had the
Holy wood p e op i e° perform
their own stunts. Miss Hutton
actually sways precariously
from the flying bar high above
the arena floor, as does Wilde.
And it's Gloria Grahame, not
a double, who places her pretty head beneath an elephant's
foot.
With much of the footage taken
during actual performances of the
circus, DeMille was able to stock
his drama with many of the great
acts that have made the circus
such a perennial favorite. DeMille's roving cameras have also
brilliantly etched the complex operations involved in setting up the
big show, the colorful parades
through towns, and the tense fascination of thousands of youngsters
and oldsters enthralled by the Big
Top doings.
The behind - the - scenes story
played against this color-splashed
canvas traces a love trangle
involving the girl aerialist, her
dashing centerring rival, and the
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24 Hour Service
ANDERSON, 8. C.

McLEES BROS.
JEWELERS

SHORT ORDERS - - - SANDWICHES
—Open 24 Hours—

Anderson, S. C. - Seneca, S. C.
Phone 406

Phone 740

2 1-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway
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CLEMSON THEATRE
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

"JUMPING JACKS"
with

Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis
Mona Freeman
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BETTY

CORNEL

CHARLTON

DOROTHY

i HUTTON i WILDE

: UWRENCE TIERNEY
| EMMETT KELLY
:
CUCCIOLA
:
ANTOINETTE

MONDAY THRU
SATURDAY

"THE GREATEST
SHOW ON EARTH"
with

Cornell Wilde, Dorothy Lamour, Gloria Grahame, Betty Hutton, Charlton Heston,
James Stewart and o host of
others.

Produced and Directed by CECIL B.

DEMILLE

»»dJAMES

GLORIA

Ei S i STEWART
j
:
:
.*

• Produced with the cooperation of Ringling Bros.-Barnum x Bailey Circus- Screenplay by Fredric M. Frank, Barre Lyndon .|||k

and Theodore St. John - Story by Fredric M. Frank, Theodore St. John and Frank Cavett • A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
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HEAR: "The Greatest Showon Earth"."Be a Jumping-Jack" • "Lovely Luawana Lady" • "Popcorn and Lemonade" • "A Picnic in the Park" • "Sing a Happy Song"

Clemson Theatre

MONDAY, NOV. 3
THRU SAT., NOV. 8
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The Ten Little Free Workers
(The workers are Reddy Kilowatt, Doctor, Railroader, Miner, Steelworker, Farmer, Professor, Grocer, Sales Clerk, and Reporter.)
Ten little free workers in this country fine
and fair.
But if you cherish your freedom-worker
have a care!
Ten little free workers-Reddy was doing
fine—

feCAMBS
-for 30 days
Mfdness and Flavor

Continued On Page 5

CAMELS are America's most pop-

BE SURE TO GET YOUR COMPLETE

ular cigarette. To find out why,
test them as your steady smoke.
Smoke only Camels for thirty days.
See how rich and flavorful they are

LINE OF SCHOOL SUPPLIES FROM US!

— pack after pack! See how mild
CAMELS are — week after weekl

Notebooks - Fountain Pens - Paper
Drawing Materials

—AND—

Tennis Rackets

Towle, Reed and
Barton Sterling
and
Many Other Nationally
Advertised Quality
Lines

Bill & Hartie's Drive-ln Restaurant

Sporting Goods

Hobby Shop

table; it is also his best. Both
young and old will be enchanted
with its bright pagentry, lavish
splendor, scaring drama,
and
war-hearted laughter. It is a thing
of power and beauty. Here is *
picture that clearly deserves 'to
circus boss. It also explores the be called great.
surprising secret hidden behind a
clown's gay mask and the bitter
conflict between the Elephant Girl
NOTICE
and a vengeful animal trainer.
This drama, and its exciting resoThursday, November 18,
lution, is deftly alternated with
•will be freshman visitation
the huge panorama of three-ring
night at Clemson. On that
dangers and delights.
night between the hours of
To fashion such a wealth of
seven and eighlj, freshmen
material into a persuasive
will be entertained in camnarrative pattern must have
pus homes.
Any
faculty
posed a tremendous task for
members
or
community
peoDeMille. The fact that he has
ple who desire to help with
succeeded so impressively is a
the program by having a
tribute to his superb showmanship. Great credit is also
group of freshmen as guests
due the players, who perform
should call the office of the
with an enthusiasm, skill, and
YMCA.
understanding that lend additional dimension to this affectionate recreation of circus
life. Betty Hutton delivers a
profoundly sincere and moving
performance
as Holly, the
aerialist. Charlton Heston registers strongly as Brad, the
circus boss, and James Stewart is wonderfully believable
Buttons, the clown. To his role
of Sebastion, the trapeze star,
Cornel Wilde brings the proper touch . of daring and
romance.
"The Greatest Show on Eath"
is a truly amazing screen achievement. It if DeMille's biggest spec-

Clemson Book
Store

CAMEL leads all other brands
by billions of cigarettes per year!
R. 3. Reynolds Tobicco Co., Winston-Silera, N. C.
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TIGER Remains Impartial

It's Your Duty To Vote

For the first time in its history The Tiger has had the
privilege of printing a political advertisement. This paid
advertisement was not solicited and does not necessarily reflect the views of The Tiger. However, we feel flattered
that one of our advertisers (with a contract for the year)
considered our columns an effective advertising medium.
We do not dictate to our advertisers concerning material which they insert. Our only restrictions are alcoholic
beverage advertisements.
To those who criticized us for printing the political
advertisement in the last issue we offer our sympathy. We
believe their attitude is narrow minded. Other newspapers
print political advertisements. Why not The Tiger? We
hope The Tiger is not the only newspaper read by these
critics. However, in the event that it is, we request to be
so informed in order that we may widen our coverage to
include events of national and international importance.
We re-affirm our non-partisan editorial policy stated in
the last issue. In an effort to maintain our policy we placed
six long distance telephone calls to Columbfa and Greenville
offering advertising space to Eisenhower supporters.

By Tom Eskew
This Thursday, November

Over the past four years^ Clemson football teams have
won 30 games, lost seven, and tied three. It is a record
which would be a credit to any team, and one which has
placed Clemson in the national sports limelight.
This year, needless to say, the team has already lost
four games. And because of this, many of the "loyal" supporters have lost interest in the team. Example: the poor
yelling at the Carolina game.
In the past the Anderson airport has been crowded with
"friends" of the team seeing them off and greeting them
upon their return on chartered airliners. However, this
year the situation has not been the same.
This year's team is far from finished! The true greatness of a team is shown by its ability to come back after
successive setbacks. And if students and real friends of the
team and Clemson would express confidence in the team,
perhaps the players would respond and show them that
they are capable.

Rah! Rah! For Band And Platoon
We offer our word of praise to the Band and the Senior
Platoon for their performances at the Carolina game. Both
groups were well received and gained highly favorable comments. These two organizations are playing an important
part in spreading the good name of Clemson.

that the best Cleve (the Joke
hoy of the Senior Platoon) Hut son
could do over the holidays was
argue with a little boy in Aiken.
-OSCAR SAYS—

Cecil F. had had several too many
before the evening was over, by
his (Cecil's) performance on the
miike.
—OSCAR SAYS—

that "Country" Glenn must have
that He (oscar) hopes that we
drunk up all of "Geech" Varn's can beat B. C, Fordham, Kenhooch before the game 'cause tucky, and Auburn.
—OSCAR SAYS—
•'Geech" was sober.
—OSCAR SAYS—
you could tell-that the old Clemthat he (oscar) could cut a lot son Spirit was somewhere else othof the other Senior Platoon boys er than Columbia Thursday. The
but he (oscar) will bide his time. only spirits He (oscar) could find
—OSCAR SAYS—
bottle.
that goes for Jackie Barton also. were in a—OSCAR
SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
that the rah, rah, boys are the
that Asnip of the Regimental
Staff calls everybody "mister" but only ones who didn't throw In the
nobody calls him (Asnpi) "mis- "suede". —OSCAR SAYS—
ter."
that he (oscar) is going to buy
—OSCAR SAYS—
that he (oscar) would call him his (oscar's) dance ticket this week
and save money.
other names.
—OSCAR 8AYS—

—OSCAR SAYS—

that Ralph (if my brain was as that some of the boys really
big as my stomach, I wouldn't be "whooped it up" at the game. How
any smarter) Schuettler is just 'bout it Red P., Dick Mc, and Co.
—OSCAR SAYS—
dying to see his (Schuttler's) name
that it sure was a nice weekend
In print.
—OSCAR SAYS—
to be away from the old grind for
that the "Maid" is a "Queen" a few days.
—OSCAR SAYS—
in every respect. Congrats, Emily
—OSCAR SAYS—
that some of these little first
that Bill A. and his brother Gil- sergeants are too much hell to
bert C. really pulled a deal at suit him (ocsar). You better look
Bill's house after the dance. Eigh- out boys.
teen of the queens at once Good
—OSCAR SAYS—
work, lover boys.
that Leonard "Fat Boy" Butler
—OSCAR SAYS—
that Re veil is more hell as O. D. looked like an owl up on the hill
than as a ball player by the looks at the Scabbard and Blade parade.
of his bust sheet for Saturday. He reminded him (oscar) a little
bit of "Jelly Belly" Cromwell of
Feathers were flying.
the old days.
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
that some people really are playthat "nochopplng" sure has playnig the military role this year.
—OSCAR SAYS—
ed hell with the morale up here
that the dance before the game this year.
—OSCAR SAYS—
was the soberest one that he
(oscar) has ever attended, but that that he (oscar) wants to know
where Dave M. found the car that
he (oscar) had a good time.
—OSCAR SAYS—
he (Dave) was seen in after the
It appeared to him (oscar) that game.

Subscribe Now to The Tiger - Mail $2.00
(check or money order) to Box 269,
Clemson, S. C.
Name
Address

will

It is appalling to note what a small
percentage of the citizens of this last,
great citadel of democracy in the world,
surrounded by Socialism, Communism,
and Fascism, exercise this God-given
right of the ballot. In the last presidential election, only fifty-one per cent
of those qualified voted.
The United States has fought many wars
in its history for the purpose of protecting
this cherished privilege. Our brothers and
fathers have fought and died, and are dying
now in Korea, in order that other people
less fortunate thaiv we could keep their
freedom, and in keeping their freedom, be
able to choose the government of their
choice by the ballot. Are you tired of
living in a democracy? Should we become
too disinterested in our elections, we too,
might be disenfranchised.

Talk of the Town
By Harold Owen

Its Still Our Team

you

right to vote, providing you qualify by being a certain age and that you have registered. This right to vote for the candidate
of your choice is one of the few rights that
we have left to us that has not been encroached upon by the creeping socialism
of the present day form of government that
we have in the United States, which we
will continue to have, regardless of which
candidate we put in the White House.

Leave Those Pens Alone!
In September new staff pens were placed at the window
of the Student Bank. They were put there for the convenience of the students. And yet, one of the pens has already
been stolen.
A pen is a small item, but minor thefts usually lead to
larger ones. Paragraph 75 of the Cadet Regulations reads:
"Violation of Honor—All cadets of any rank, or grade or
class are required, for the general good of the college, to,
report to the proper official, any violation of honor by any
cadet that has come to their attention. The following named
acts if committed are considered to be in violation of his
honor: . .. E. Stealing."
How can we expect to continue to receive privileges and
conveniences if we insist on taking unfair advantage of
them?

4,

have the opportunity of exercising your

(Editor's Note: A very clever satire
reached our desk this week which we
thought would be of interest to our
readers. This reprinted take-off on
Mickey Spillane appeared in the Wisconsin "Octopus" and was written by
Merl Edelman. We borrowed it from
the University of Buffalo "Spectrum",
the University of Buffalo "Spectrum").
A bell woke me. I smashed the alarm
clock and put three slugs in the front door
before I realized it was the phone. I lit a
cigarette and made my way to the next
room cursing every ring that shot through
my throbbing head in rhythmic reminder
of the night before. I picked up the receiver.
"It's 10 a.m. Good morning," a feminine
voice purred.
I cursed her and hung up. A cat meowed.
I picked it up by the tail, walked to the
window and watched it spiral eight floors
below. A rat behind me sighed with relief,
and I crushed it with my heel. Then I put
on my shoes and socks.

wrong and blew his face off.
The woman took a long drag on her
Spud.

A large majority of students at Clemson
are residents of South Carolina; therefore,
we are interested in the voting procedure
in South Carolina. Many of you will be
unable to vote Tuesday for the simple reason that you will not be able to get back
home to your voting precinct. If you lived
in either of forty-six other states, no matter

where you were in the world, you would be
able to vote by absentee ballot.
South Carolina and New Mexico are
the only two states that do not have
absentee ballots. The thousands of service men and students and others who
are away from home will not have the
opportunity to vote. This should be
corrected in the next meeting of the
General Assembly.
Don't you think that if a man is old
enough to fight for his country, he is old
enough to vote? A man, eighteen years of
age, can vote in the primary in South Carolina; but he cannot vote in the general
election. In Georgia, the voting age for the
general election is eighteen years. One
must be twenty-one in South Carolina.
The General Assembly of South Carolina removed the voting laws from the
state statutes in order to prohibit the
Negro from voting. They made no
bones about it. The laws were repealed
and elections were put under the supervision of the political parties. They
have since had to permit the Negro to
vote and the laws have been re-enacted
by order of the Supreme Court. Why
can't they pass legislation that would
enable the people to vote, instead of
preventing them?
This article is not intended to start a discussion of the race situation. The purpose
is to bring to your attention these two
glaring defects in our election laws that
should be corrected and to ask you to vote
if you are eligible. Won't you write a letter
to your state senator and representatives
stating your views on the matter? It might
help.
Get in the habit early—VOTE, or the
the privilege might be taken from you.

"You slob," she chided.
"Shut up," I told her. "You walk in and
I kill a guy." I grabbed her by the throat.
"Who was he?" I demanded.
he want."

"What did

"Don't think too harshly of brother Phil.
He's really quite mild. It's just that he
found out I murdered mother and stole his
share of the inheritance." I crushed the
shot glass in my fist.
"My name's Laura Morris," she said in
a suddenly small voice.
She was too fine a woman for me. Defending a scheming rat who'd have soon
seen her dead, just because he was her
brother.

"That mess on the floor has a twin," she
said. "He's the brains and I have a date
with him tonight. It was the only way I
could think of to put him where you could
take care of things.
"At your apartment?" I asked, taking
down
the address and sensing the kill.
Just like the cluttered streets outside,
"Yess,"
she sighed, knowing I'd be there
rancid with the smell of too many
and
it
would
soon be over. Then she left.
people, this room, too, was a stinking
It
was
my
last 50 cents, but I threw
jungle. It would ask no quarter, give
it on the bar and gulped down the
none.
jigger of Scotch. I threw the glass
"What are you gonna do with me?" she
through the bar mirror and left. I was
said.
loaded and I loved it. I wanted to kill
I spun around. She was smiling, her
him. I wanted to bare his guts and play
unpainted lips full and moist, parted just
a tune on them with a knife. I leaned
enough to reveal the even pearls beneath.
against a street lamp.
Her eyes were not eyes at all as they grabRight now he was probably running his
bed my soul and begged me to become a
filthy hands over Laura. I wanted to cut
wild panting beast, an animal to shout to
holes in his soles with a can opener and put
all the forest that here was my mate, and
worm larvae in the wounds. A blind wohe that doubted would soon be roasting
man sang "Rock of Ages" as she waved her
over a spit. Her flawless hips, her ankles,
tin cup. I slapped her across the face and
and her throat! If she had less on she'd
pocketed the coins.
been under ether.
I couldn't stand it. I had no business
I rolled my lips back over my teeth. Most
letting Laura go through with it. I hailed
people shuddered when I did that. I was
a cab, told the driver an address a block
ugly. There were 10 mirrors in the room.
. from her apartment.
I hated the sight of me.
/ "Let you go for five bucks," the hackie
"You're cute," she said.
said when we stopped.
I took a swig from the office bottle.
I grabbed him by the throat and, swayIt was flat. I cursed and brushed the
ing to the irregular sound of the idling
ink from my teeth, still looking at her.
motor, I dragged him outside, opened the
"Barry de Korpses, detective, aren't you,"
hood and fed him into the fan until his
she cooed.
shoes crashed through a nearby window.
I slapped her across the face and threw
I went up the fire escape to the roof
my coat around her. She laughed and lit
of her apartment building. The skyup a Spud, then blew smoke in my face.
light led to her kitchen. I quietly
I coughed and spit blood on the floor, still
lowered myself in. Through the crack
looking at her.
in the closed door I could see him slob"Someone's following me," she said. "I
bering his greasy lips over her as she
want you to kill him."
calmly puffed a Spud, waiting for me.
I slapped her again and she giggled. I
I took a Thompson sub from the broom
wasn't a murderer, I told myself. But I
closet and walked in behind them. He
knew I'd do it. I knew that once I saw the
heard me and spun around. I took his head
guy I'd get the urge and then ... I told
off just above the collar.
N
her t obeat it but she knew she had me.
She blew a smoke ring.
She gave me a check. There was a sound
"Must you always be so sloppy?" she
in the hall. The door opened. He was
laughed. "C'mere."
slimy from head to foot, fat and sneering.
I threw the Thompson down and pulled
He had a gun and he had a look on his
her
to me. There was a scream. It was
r
ace that said it was too bad if an innocent
me. The Spud was still in her mouth when
sucker like me had to die along with her,
she kissed me.
but he'd enjoy it anyhow. He laughed.
Then a guy walked in. It was her kid
Before he realized I'd seen a gun, my
brother from Apesite U. He was young and
.38 was in my hand. His trigger finger
big and had a small strip of tape on one
moved, but it was ten feet away from
cheek. He was wearing a dark blue sport
him and heavy. He looked down at it.
coat, gray pants, white shirt, and maroon
I shot off his kneecaps so he could
bow tie, a Tartan jerkin, and white bucks.
have a better look, gave him just
Around his neck he wore a yellow ribbon.
enough time to know he'd figured me
Continued On Page 5

A Word To The Wise
By R. T. Dunlap, Jr., Chaplain
There have been several cases of theft
of money and other articles reported in the
barracks lately. Such a thing is to be expected in any large group living so close
together as we do here at Clemson.
But the fact that stealing is almost sure
to come up from time to time is no reason
for us to sit idly by and do nothing about
it.
What can you do? First, take care of
your own personal things. There are keys
to all the rooms in the barracks. Lock your
rooms when you leave. Should you just be
going to the shower, put your valuables out
of sight. Above all don't tempt anyone by
leaving money or other valuables lying
around in your room in plain sight. If*
someone takes it then, you are almost as
much to blame as he is.
Should you lose anything, report it' to
your company commander as soon as you

miss it. The sooner he knows of its loss
the sooner he can take steps to find it. Also
remember there is a lost and found room
run by the "Y" on the first floor of the First
Barracks. It might be there.
Keep your eyes open at all times. Make
a note of any suspicious things that you see
happen on your hall. Don't be afraid to report things that you notice that shouldn't
be happening. After all, your wallet might
be the next one that comes up missing.
Stealing is a condition that cannot be
tolerated in any society — much less ours
here at Clemson. To stamp it out will take
the co-operation of every person on the
campus. As most of you know, to be
caught stealing is the best way to get a one
way ticket home from here. Do your part
in stamping out this black spot here by
taking good care of your own things and
trying to weed out the few persons who
cause us this trouble.

^t^4 ^n^n Ot&vt &oUeQe I^OfA
By Rembert Stokes
REMBERT STOKES
I3ars are somthing which, if you
Girl Customer: '"Tell me~does go into too many of, you are apt
this lipstick come off easily"
to come out singing a few of, and
Saleslady: "Not if you put up a maybe land behind some of.
fight, Miss!"
A .ione-too-bright rat had been
"She's a new girl with us and late to class three mornings
just fresh from the country so we'll straight when the prof decided to
have to show her what's right read the riot act.
•
and what's wrong," said the sales
"Look here, freshman," he snapmanager to his assistant.
ped, "don't you know when class
"Very good, sir," replied the as- starts around here?"
"No sir," he grinned, "it's alsistant. "You show her what's
right."'
ways started when I get here."

the

The sad-but-wiser duckling
wears a bashful frown,
Someone up and told him his
baby pants were down.
Inviting a friend to his wedding
anniversary, a Scotchman instructed him: "We live on the fifth
floor, Apartment B. Just touch the
button with your elbow."
"And why should I use my elbow?"
"Well, hoot mon, you'll not be
coming to the party empty-handed,
now will you?"
A beauty shop is a place where
men are rare and women are well
done.
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Madame Butterfly Vs.
Mister Grasshopper
By Rembert Stokes
The stage had been repainted and the
fresh green gave it an affect of depth which
it had not possessed before. Others noted
it; you could see heads lean toward each
other, nod in the direction of the stage,
and shake in approval. I shifted my attention from, one attraction to another trying
to avert my thoughts from the concert. My
opinion of operatic music is none too well
defined and I felt rather uneasy not knowing what to expect.
With a suspecting fear that an oversight
in considering the near-majority element
of cadets in a Clemson audience might result in a classic-heavy presentation, I reluctantly opened the program and affirmed
my least doubt. It could have sunk a
battleship. In French, Italian, and German
were listed the titles of 15 selections, many
unknown to even the most avid music critics among the top campus circles.
I sat rather smug with my inner defenses alerted, defying any effort on
Miss Peters' part to alter my established prejudices against this "longhair".
Then all in a flash my mind went
blank that it might retain more of what
it saw. Her appearance quickened my
senses to her stunning, almost unparallleled, combination of personal grace,
stage manner, physical beauty, and
dress elegance. Their combined effect
invoked a spontaneous acceptance
which held me hypnotic deep into her
first selection.
Disregarding my "invulnerable guard", I
realized that language was no barrier betf*M^jW*

TU-WAY SHIRTS

tween Miss Peters and her audience. Or
perhaps she assured those who doubted that
music is the universal language.
In Roberta Peters, the artist, we experienced a rare gift of talent cultivated to a
level par excellence, whose every mannerism lent to the performance—to the pleasure of the audience—to render a magnificent production.
We hail thee. The
arousing applause for repeated encores expressed our approval of her whose buoyant
person never sank below our expectations.
Adding a humorous note to the evening
without disrupting the program was the
action of a huge grasshopper. This "third
stage hand", finding an affirmity for the
bright lights, jumped about Miss Peters'
feet and gained considerable attention. Developing somewhat of an explorative attitude, he promptly crawled between the net
layers of her luxurious formal. A tight
waistband and a short intermission proved
—TIGER Staff Photo by Jack Trimmier
Dr. Robert F. Poole, president of Clemson College, is shown confatal for Mister Grasshopper; Madame Butgratulating Miss Emily Wood Coxe shortly after she had been
terfly returned victorious.
selected as South Carolina Maid of Cotton for 1953.
Miss
Coxe, who is from Montclare, represented Darlington County in
Following the production an endless
the finals which were held on October 18. She is presently atline of enthusiastic autograph hunters
tending Sweet Brier College in Virginia.
formed who Miss Peters favored with
her signature, I broached her for a
(Continued from page 3)
(Cotinued from Page 2)
statement. She received me graciously
Anthony Marston with the ease
and unreservedly saluted her Clemson to determine whether they should of a professional. He is a member
be deferred as students.
audience as "recipient and warm."
of Beta Sigma Chi.,
In the bit part of Fred NarraWith a zeal which surpassed that expectThe present criteria for decott in "Ten Little Indians" is
ed of common courtesy, she refuted exist- ferment as an undergraduate Chuck Burnette, the youngest
ing criticism and accredited the Field House student are either a satisfac- member of the cast at 17. At
tory score (70) on the SelecHigh School he played
for its acoustic qualities. I was pleased but tive Service College Qualifica- Greenville
in "The Little Minister," "I Renot surprised, having noted the same obser- tion Test or specified rank in member Mama," and "Special
class (upper half of the male
Guest." A member of the high
vation during the performance.
freshman class, upper two
school dramatic club, "Curtain
It was approximately then that a swarm
thirds of the male sophomore
Callers," he has acted in state
class, or upper three fourths of competition twice.
of dignitaries representing everybody down
the male junior class.)
to but not including the owner of Mister
Use of tests by the Selective
Students accepted for admission
Grasshopper came to pay their respects. or attending a graduate school Service System, along with class
standing, was originally based on
With a smile, a signed program, and a prior to July 1, 1951 satisfy the recommendations of the six Sciencriteria if their work is satisfacmemorable "chat", I left.
tory. Graduate students admitted tific Advisory Committees appoint-

DEADLINE

Button-down collar
Form Fit waist
French cuffs
Pearl buttons
Oxford cloth

Winners in footbal contest
Jimmy Quarles
and
Red Whitten

Rebels can still fight!

Clemson - - - Greenville

The two forthcoming administrations of the College
Qualification Test represent
the eighth and ninth testing
dates of the program. In the
first series of tests 64 per cent
of the students achieved a
score of 70 or better. In the
second series 58 per cent of
the students made 70 or better.
The tests in all three series
are equivalent in difficulty.

Be Sure You Get the Deal
Deserve IfsS^
^CHEVROLET

Seven little free workers—'til the miners
got in a fix.
Uncle said coal's essential and took overleaving six.
Six little free workers—'til the day did arrive
The steer mills, too, were federalized—then
there were five.
Five little free workers—but the farmers
are free no more—
The farms have been collectivized — that
leaves only four.
Foour little free workers—'til the Government did decree:
All must be federally educated—then there
were three.
Three little free workers—the ■ number is
getting few,
But with Government grocers selling food
—then there were two.

WHEN

IN ANDERSON
STOP AT

Naturall

"Who are you?" I asked him anyway.
"Zeta Beta Tau," he said with a sneer as I
he chewed his pipe and ran a hand casually
along his blond crew cut.
"So what?" I snarled, uninterested in the I
gambling feats of his ancestors. But not
wishing to disturb the already messy floor,
I restrained myself.
"See that tower over there, Bud?" I said
pointing out the window.
He walked over and leaned out. One
swift kick did it.
Before I went home I gave Laura back I
the check and promised myself to see more |
of her.

Anderson, S. C.

North Main Street
Owned and operated by
Larry Stanley, former
Clemson man

STONE BROTHERS

DO-NUTS SANDWICHES
Open Until 2 A. M.

108 North Main Street
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN
YOUNG MEN AND STUDENTS
Greenville
South Carolina

FOR CIJEMSOH MOIORIST!

Garrison's Service Station

THE

. S. ROYALS

ONLY
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TIRES
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WITH THESE EXCLUSIVE
CHEVROLET FEATURES

Plate Glass all around, with E-Z-Eye
plate glass (optional at extra cost) •
Largest Brakes in its field • Unitijed
Knee-Action Ride.

SEE WHAT
YOU SAVE
WITH THE

Lowest-Priced Line in its Field!

SEE YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS!
Convenient! y Hi ted under "Automobiles" in your local classified telephone directory

WORLD

Dear Mr. & Mrs. Clemson:
I'm very pleased and
proud to announce our
appointment as distributor for the complete line
of world-famous U. S.
Royal products.
Now, we're set up to
bring you this exclusive
U. S. Royal Tire Life and
Safety—to see you and your car through the
years to come.
What's more, we can now offer you our complete Mileage Conservation Service, tailored to
your individual tire and automobile needs. We
have the most modern service equipment available—our men are tire craftsmen.
We hope you'll drop in and say "hello"—
inspect our up-to-date facilities—ask for a
demonstration of our U. S. Royals. We know
you'll like our way of doing business.

fEATURINO THE EXCLUSIVE
COMBjNATWHj
U. S. ROYAL SAIITY

More Powerful Valve-in-Head Engine
with Powerglide Automatic Transmission (optional at extra cost) • Body by
Fisher • Centerpoise Power • Safety

THE

♦.

i

SEE WHAT YOU GAIN

IN

LOOK US OVER!
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Continued From Page 4

THE ELITE

DO-NUT
DINETTE

P'OVIdO

"

Talk Of The Town

Clemson Men Always Welcome at

1

„mm

Ten little workers—but they are no longer
free—
Vhey work when and where ordered, and at
a fixed rate, you see
Ana it all could have been prevented, If
#they'd only seen fit to agree
And work together instead of saying, "It
never can happen to me!"
John R. Trout.

G30Q A Great New Combination

Let's go up to Boston and show those Yankees that the

SHOPS FOR MEN

LITTLE THEATRE

Nine little free workers laughed at Reddy's
fate.
Along came Federal medicine—then there
were eight.
Eight little free workers thought this country heaven
But the Government nationalized the railroads—then there were seven.

or attending after July 1, 1951 ed in 1948 by General Hershey.
must have been in the upper half
of their classes during their senior year or make a score of 75 or
better on the test. It is not mandatory for local boards to follow
the criteria.
General Hershey has emphasized
many times that the criteria are a
flexible yard stick and that the
standards may be raised anytime
necessity for manpower demands.

KLUTTZ
STEAK
HOUSE

$4.50

ESQUIRE

Until the socialists got him —then there
were nine.

Two little free workers—our story's almost
done,
With.clerks at work in Federal stores—that
leaves only one.
One little free worker—the reporter son-ofa-gun
'Mustn't criticize the Government—so now
there are none.

4 holds where tire*
never held before!
V offer* up to twice of
many safe miles I
4 protects whitewalls
against curb damage I

S. ROYAL NYLON
UFE-TUBI
prevent* blowout*
before they occur I
' actually doubles the
»trength of tires I
r protect* and prolongs
the life of all tires!

^^***

SPECIAL
OHIYI

to fhe r°nc* yoor
*^«w
r,v
• « *ta££;; nen «««ary
**•
• flattery ;„

CREDIT PLAN!
M our U.S. Royals «*b.£
tr.mely easy to own »^ £
can simply pay for ^mo^0
ride_on term, most convent
to you!

WE HAVE THE FINEST TIRES-THE FINEST SERVICE! SEE US FIRST!

Garrison's Service Station
CLEMSON, J.

PHONE 6663
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Tigers Fly to Boston To Meet Eagles On Friday
Eagles Air Attack To
Provide Main Offense

By Carroll Moore
TIGERS PREP FOR BOSTON COLLEGE
It seems that the Tiger footballers are trying to forget
the past and concentrate on the future entirely. After
dropping a 6-0 decision to the all-time Tiger rivals, Carolina,
last Thursday, the Howardmen returned to Tigertown and
began work as if they were preparing for their first game
of the season. New offensive blocking assignments were
applied to the offensive plays, doing away with the "rule
blocking" that the Bengals have practiced throughout the
first half of the season.
At the beginning of the Monday afternoon practice,
Howard explained the blocking assignments to his entire
offensive line and then began his practice. Each and every
man in the offensive line went at his job as if each play that
was being executed was on the B. C. ten yard line. Blocks
were being thrown into charging defenders that would make
you think the old Tiger team of 1950 was again on the field.
The boys had the spirit, the determination and the coaches
praises to make them as eager as a cat chasing a mouse and
not as a team that had dropped their last four encounters in
succession.
FROSH FOOTBALLERS DISAPPOINTED
Tiger Frosh footballers were extremely disappointed
that they were unable to play South Carolina's freshmen
on Wednesday night before "Big Thursday". The schools'
athletic directors—Frank Howard and Rex Enright—had
planned to play the game but Southern Conference Commissioner Wallace Wade said that a second law passed by
the South Carolina Legislature would be needed to make it
all legal. This was. impossible.
The Bengal freshmen have had a considerable bit of
trouble trying to get games this season due to the Conference ban that was placed on Clemson. They played Georgia
Military College in their opening game of the season and
fought to a 6-6 tie, lost to the Presbyterian Junior Varsity
by the score of 13-0 and have but one more game remaining
on their schedule. They are slated to meet the University
of Georgia Freshmen November 13 at Athens, Ga. The Cubs
have some very good prospects for the varsity and it is a
pity that they are not able to schedule more games on their
schedule.
McNEIL HOWARD RESIGNS, BREEDIN TAKES OVER
McNeil Howard announced last week that he had resigned from the office of Sports Publicity Director of Clemson College and is leaving Clemson to go to work with the
News-Piedmont sports section in Greenville, S. C.
McNeil took over the reigns of Sports Publicity here at
Clemson in the summer of 1950 and since that time has
done a very excellent job at his position. We, of the sports
staff of the Tiger, would like to wish McNeil the very best
of luck in his new job.
Brent Breedin, former sports editor of The Daily Mail
in Anderson, S. C, and long time supporter of the Tigers
has been appointed to succeed McNeil as Sports Publicity
Director of Clemson. Brent is recognized as a top notch
publicity man and we would like to express our congratulations to him as he takes over his new office.

B. C. EAGLES FEATURE PASSING ATTACK
The Boston College Eagles will feature one of the
strongest passing attacks that the Tigers have met this
season. They have in their star quarterback, Jimmy Kane,
one of the finest field captains in the East. Kane is considered to be the top passer in the East. He throws a very hard
bullet pass on his short passes and a soft, high, trajectory
ball on long passes. This is Kane's second year on the
Eagles' squad. Many of the Clemson fans will remember
the performance that he put on here last year. The favorite
target for the Eagles' 180 pound field general is left end
Bob Flannigan. He too is a sophomore weighing 190 pounds.
The glue-fingered Flannigan is also rated as one of the
East's top pass receivers.
ODDS AND ENDS
When it comes to intercepting passes this year at Clemson, everybody has gotten in the act. Of nine enemy aerials
caught by Tiger defenders, nine different individuals have
done the catching. Fred (Knobby) Knoebel, second team
all-Southern defensive halfback in 1951, is far behind
schedule with his one. He intercepted seven last fall and
six in 1950 to set a career record . . . Marion (Bull) Thompson proved his capability of a defensive linebacker in the
South Carolina game as he made 9 unassisted tackles, second
to the number made by Quarles—13. The tackle that "Bull"
made on Carolina's quarterback, Johnny Gramling was
one of the hardest ihat this writer has ever witnessed. That
particular tackle put the Gamecock ace out of action for
the remainder of the game.
Arrow Shirrs

Stetson Hats

Interwoven Sox
Jantzen Sweaters

Micheals-Stern Suits
Walk-Over Shoes

McGregor Sportswear

STEWART-MERITT CO.
201 North Main Street

Greenville, S. 0.

The Clemson Tigers took to the game against Boston as they did
air this morning at nine o'clock against Carolina, the Eagles should
to journey to Boston, Massachu- have a good bit of trouble cracksetts. Friday night, Braves Field ing it.
will be the sight of the ninth game
betwen Clemson Tigers and the
Leading the Boston defenBoston College Eagles. Of the eight
sive line will be center, Cofprevious games played between
fey. Last year Coffey was the
the two opponents, Clemson has
main cog- in the defensive line
won five while losing three.
which Boston put up against
The' Eagles have virtually the
Clemson.
same team which the Tigers beat
Filling out the Boston defensive
last year 21-2. Last year's Boston line will be at left end Marr, left
team was made up of mostly tackle Parker, left guard O'Brien,
Freshmen and sophomores, there- right guard Toppa, right tackle
fore the same team should be in Rocha, and at right end Baggett.
the lineup against the Tigers this
In 'he defensive backfield for
year. Leading the Eagle attack Boston we will have Cote at line
will be last year's passing star backer. At right half we have
Jimmy Kane and the target for a Stuka who is one of the best tacklarge percentage of his aerials will lers on the team. Stuka is about
be sophomore Bob Flanagan.
the best defensive man against
As a freshman last year, Flana- passes on the Boston team.
gan led his team in pass receiving.
At left half is Irwin, who is
In previous games this season he probably the best all round dehas really looked great and fensive player in the secondary
should really keep the Clemson for the Eagles.
secondary on their toes.
Playing the safety position for
Another standout lineman on the Boston is Charlton, the fastest man
Beantown team is center, Morze. on the team.
The two hundred and twenty five
pound sophomore not only plays
The Clemson line up will
center <>n offense but fills out his
probably be the same as the
sixty minutes as either a guard
Tiger lineup in the Carolina
or tackle on defense.
game. Leading the offensive
Filling out the first string line
team will be fullback Red
of the Eagles will be Doohan at
Whitten, Buck George, and
left tackle, Wall at left guard,
Billy Hair. The defensive
Cacase at right guard, Coglin at
team will be led by Tom Barright tackle, and Pollinger at
ton and Barclay Crawford in
right end.
the line and Jimmy Quarles
The offensive backfield is probin the linebacker position.
ably the most powerful factor on
Although Boston should field
the Boston team. The backfield
this year boast all first string vet- a better team than last year, due to
a little more experience, this
erans from last year.
should prove to be, comparatively
speaking, one of the easiest games
The backfield is led by Jimon the Tiger schedule for 1952.
my Kane at quarterback.
The offensive and defensive
Kane who was considered one
lineups for both teams are as
of the best passers in the
follows:
East last year as a freshman
is statistacally speaking the
CLEMSON
BOSTON C.
cream of the East as far as
Offensive
passing is concerned.
Flannigan
Probably the best runner on the LE Kempson
Doohan
Boston team is Joe Johnson, a LT Byrd
Wall
junior. Johnson who runs from LG Rogers
■ Morze
C Bryant
right halfback on the "T" formaCacace
tion team also excels as a pass RG Hudson
Coglin
RT White
receiver.
Pollinger
One of the few seniors on the RE Jackson
Kane
team is the big two hundred QB Pate
Mikulois
pound full back McCauley. Mc- LH Hair
Johnson
Cauley is tagged by opponents to RH George
McCauley
be a good consistent player, and FB Whitten
when ever a yard or two is needed
' Defensive
he usually gets the assignment.
ManAnother senior on the team is LE Withers
Parker
the left halfback Nikulios. Niku- LT Gresette
O'Brien
lios is known to be one of the LG Barton
Coffey
C Thompson
Eagles most elusive runners. He
Toppa
had a very good day against Ford- RG Crawford
Rocha
ham last week and will be trying RT Wrightenberry
Baggett
to better his record again this RE Gentry
Cote
LB Quarles
week.
Stuka
Boston's main offensive threat RH Baker
Irwin
is their passing attack. If the LH Knoebel
Charlton
S Cook
Tiger's play as good a defensive

Esquire Shops Award 'Most Valuable
Prizes To Quarles And Whitten
This week's Esquire awards for
the outstanding offensive and defensive players in the ClemsonCarolina game go to Red Whitten,
sophomore fullback here at Clemson and Jimmy Quarles, the Tigers
(excellent defensive linebacker.
Esquire Shops for Men who have
a store here in Clemson will award
each of these boys a sport shirt
for their outstanding play in the
State Fair Classic.
Richard Anthony Whitten, better known to everyone here at
Clemson as "Red," was the receiver of the award as the outstanding offensive player for the
Tigers as he cracked the strong
Carolina defensive wall for 47
yards in his 12 tries.
Red came to Clemson as one of
the most sought after prep school
athletes in Georgia. He finished
high school in Macon, Ga., where
he gained almost every honor that
a football player could obtain.

week's tilt with Carolina.
Red is majoring in Textile Engineering and has two more years
of eligibility in football for the
Tigers. He stands but 5' 9" and
weighs 187 pounds.
Clemson's reliable linebacker, Jimmy Quarles made his
presence in the Carolina game
well known as he continued

Football Underway;
Golf Tourney Set
For This Week-End

Clemson Basketball Slate
Announced For Season

F
E, FLA., VI TO
THIS WEEK

. At press time the Intramural
volleyball tournament had not been
Coach Banks McFadden, Clemson's head basketball
completed, but the championship
match was played Wednesday coach has released the basketball schedule for the 1952-53
October the 29 between companies season. The Tiger hoopsters are scheduled to open their
A-3 and D-3. This best three out
of five match will determine the season with the Georgia Bulldogs in Athens, Ga., on Tuesday
for 1952.
night, December 2.
Touch football is now underway
ond eighteen which will be
BY FRANK ANDERSON AND
and games are being played on
played on Saturday will be
This season's schedule will car- CARROLL MOORE
Mondays, Wednesdays and Friaveraged with Friday's scores
ry through February 27 when the
days. There will not be a tournato give the champion in each
Bengal basketeers will close out
In the last issue, we mentioned
ment in football but the championflight.
their season with Furman Univer- that our average was steadily
ship will be determined by the
sity.
Eighteen
games
are
listed
Any student, except members of
climbing. The last games we prehighest percentage of games won.
on the Tigers slate for this season dicted more or less spoiled our
Every team therefore must see to the golf team or a letter winner with such opposition as University tea party by dropping our over
it that there are no forfeits, be- in golf is eligible to participate in of North Carolina, Furman, Wake all average from a comparatively
cause a forfeit counts as a loss the tournament. All those who are Forest, Davidson, The Citadel, high .818 to a lower .699.
and will bring down the percent- planning to participate must reg- South Carolina, Georgia, PresbyThis week-end brings the Clemage.
ister at the YMCA desk and pay terian and Richmond.
son Tigers against the Boston
This week end, October 31,
Clemson lost only two men
Tigers against the Boston College
the entrance fee of $2.00 before
November l^and 2 is the time
from last year's squad by
Eagles. The Tigers should be reSet for the Al Student Golf
noon Friday October 31. There will
graduation but the losses of
bounding from their recent losses,
be a trophy given to the winner
Tournament. There will be
those two, Guard John Snee
and with this plus a new type of
in each flight, so the way is open
three flights determined by
and Center Ronnie Richardson
offensive blocking, the Tigers
to all students, who wish to pareighteen holes on Friday Octowill take a lot of spark from
should have little trouble in stopber 31. The score of the sec- ticipate, to win a trophy.
the Tiger's offensive threat.
ping the boys from Beantown.
Returnees from last season
The next game on the list is the
on that are expected to lead the
battle between Florida and AuBengals this season
are
burn. The Floridans seem to rollguards, Sonny Moorer, Ames
ing along strongly and it doesn't
Wells, and Joe Murray, Center, John McGraw and for-, look like they can be stopped.
Those Gators seem to have a minwards, Tommy McColIough,
imum of trouble with these Tiger
Marvin Robinson, J. C. Hicks,
teams, therefore they should roll
Barry Ryan,
and
Charlie
over the Auburn Tigers by at least
Gage.
The Legislative Bowl, as the annual Big Thursday game Clemson is also counting on five two touchdowns.
This next game matches two
between the Clemson Tigers and the Carolina Gamecocks new freshmen to add depth to this powers
from below the Mason
season's squad.
Dixon. Duke, the cream of the
had been named by sports writers, turned out to be rather
The Tigers will begin their
Conference will go up
blue for the boys from Tiger Town. This game was strictly workouts November 1 in prepara- Southern
against Georgia Tech, the pride
tion
of
the
first
encounter.
of the Southeast. This is proba game of luck, with the Carolina Gamecocks receiving the The schedule is as follows:
ably the most difficult game
first lucky break to go on and win the classic.
Dec. 2 — Georgia, There
that we have tried to predict
Dec.
4
—
Presbyterian,
Here
This break came early in the
all year. We will stick with
Dec. 6 — Georgia, Here
first quarter, and was the only
the Southern Conference boy»
Clemson getting the ball on
Dec. 10 — North Carolina, There
main offensive threat of either
and pick Duke over Georgia
their own twenty yard line.
Dec. 13 — Richmond, Here
team throughout the entire ballTech by a very slight margin.
The
second
half
got
underway
Dec.
16
—
Presbyterian,
There
game.
with Gramling fumbling and End
Maryland
will also journey to
Dec.
18
—
Enka
Mill,
There
For anyone who happens to like Frank Gentry recovering for the
Boston to do battle with Boston
to watch defensive football, Caro- Tigers only twenty six yards from (Practice Game)
University. There is no stopping
Jan. 9 — Furman, Here
lina stadium was the place for this pay dirt. Again the Tigers lacked
the mighty Terps. It will be MaryJan. 13 — Wake Forest, Here
individual to be on Big Thursday. only six inches for a first and ten
Jan. 16 — South Carolina, There land by four touchdowns.
This game between the two arch- and lost the ball to the gamecocks
Jan. 17 — The Citadel, There
After Carolina's 6-0 win over
rivals was strictly a defensive bat- by downs.
Jan. 23 — The Citadel, Here
Clemson last week, they go up
tle. Only one touchdown was scorThe one pass which Clemson
Jan.
31
—
North
Carolina,
Here
against the Virginia Cavaliers.
ed and this marker went to the completed was called back on a
Feb. 2 — South Carolina, Here
Carolina can't be as lucky against
team who got the first break of the penalty charged on bothteams and
Feb.
13
—
South
Carolina,
Here
everybody as they were against
ball game Other than this one Shown had to punt on fourth down.
Feb.
13
—
Davidson,
There
Clemson. The Cavalier defensive
score by the Gamecocks, it was deLate
in
the
fourth
quarter
found
Feb.
14
—
Wake
Forest,
There
line should have little trouble stopfense all the way.
Carolina in possession of the ball.
Feb. 23 — Davidson, Here
ping the Gamecock running atThis terrific break for the
Robbins punted to King on fourth
Feb. 27 — Furman, There
tack. Let's pick the Virginians ovbirds came early in the first
down and the Anderson flash was
er South Carolina in a Southern
quarter when a Carolina kick
nailed on the ten yard line. On
Conference game.
to a crazy and very unlucky
the next play Kerr intercepted one
Another former Clemson foe Vil'Y'
Will
Send
30
Boys
bounce hit Archie Baker on
of Hair's passes, spoiling the Tiglanova is scheduled this week to
the leg and was recovered by
ers hopes of a last minute touchmeet the Marines from Paris IsCarolina's Gene Wilson on the
down. The rugged Bengal defense On N. C. Deputation
land. Villanova seems to be going
Tiger 32 yard line. After mak- held the Carolina team and regaingreat this season arid the Marines
ing another first down, Gramed the ba\l on downs. Hair running
A group of thirty Clemson stu> won't stop them.
ling hit Wilson in the endzone
from his own twenty picked up ten | dents has been jnvited to attend
with a pass making the score
And now for the rest:
yards as the gun sounded ending a weekend program, at Montreat
six to nothing in favor of the
the game.
Alabama over Georgia
College
near
Asheville,
N.
C.
The
Gamecocks. Clemson's magnifHarvard over Davidson
The outstanding players
for
icent defensive line spoiled the
Furman over Wofford
Clemson as picked by sports writ- Saturday night program will ;be
try for extra point and the
ers was Red Whitten a sophmore devoted to recreation and folk
Michigan State over Purdue
score remained six and nothgames.
fullback from Georgia, who gained
Tennessee over University of
ing for the remainder of the
forty-seven yards in twelve tries to
Sunday morning the students North Carolina
game.
Notre Dame over Navy
lead the offensive team. The defen- will attend Sunday school classes
Ohio State over North Western
The next break possibly was in sive team was sparked by Jimmy and morning worship together.
Wisconsin over Rice
Clemson's favor. That was when Quarles a linebacker from AbbeSome plans are made for an exSouthern Methodist University
Carolina's star quarterback John- ville South Carolina.
change
of
ideas
concerning
the
over
Texas
ny Gramling was knocked out of
The
Tiger
offensive
line
work being done by various stuU. C. L. A. over University of
the game for good by Clemson's
looked weaker than it has all
California
linebacker, Marion Thompson.
dent bodies.
season and the defensive boys
Wake Forest over North CaroThe next break also was for the
Last year a musical program was lina
looked extra good. Other outState
Tigers. Crawford and Wrightenpresented
at
the
Clemson
'Y'
by
standing
defenders
for
the
TigVanderbilt over Washington and
berry recovered a Carolina fumble
ers
were
Tom
Barton,
Earl
the
choir
from
Montreat
College.
Lee
deep in Gamecock territory, only
Wrightenberry,
and Marion
twenty-four yards, from the goalThompson
who
has
recently
line. After four tries through the
been switched to the linebackline by Whitten and George, Caroer post.
lina gained possession ofthe ball
with the Tigers lacking only six
This is one game in which the
inches for a first down. That was phrase "the ball just bounced the
decidedly the biggest break of the wrong way" can be taken literballgame for the Tigers, but lady ally. This was !the bouncing ball
luck must have been on the wrong that hit Archie Baker's leg and
—Greenville—
side of the fence Thursday.
was recovered by Carolina, who
on the next few plays went on the
The next highlight of the
QUALITY CLOTHING FOR
score the only marker of the
game was when Robbins pungame.
ted sixty nine yards and -the
YOUNG MEN
Statistics for the game are as
ball rolled dead on the Clemfollows:
son one yard line. Don King
CLEMSON
SOUTH CAROLINA
picked the ball up but was hit
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville
First Downs
14
5
hard, hobbling the ball into the
Rushing Yardage .... 125
103
end zone. Frank Gentry recovPassing Yardage
95
0
ered the fumble behind the
8 Passes Attempted 20
8
goal-line and for a while it
Passes Completed
8
looked like the Birds were go- 0
Passes Intercepted 2
0
ing to receive two more points
Punts
9
by way of a safety. The offici- 7
Punting Average 33.8
36.4
als finally got straightened out
Fumbles
Lost
3
4
and the freak play turned out
Yards Penalized
40
14
to be only a touchback with

South Carolina Drops
Clemson In Annual Tilt

HEYWARD MAHON CO

BILL MARTIN HEATING COMPANY
Heating and Air Conditioning
408 N. MAIN STREET
ANDERSON, S. C.
FISHING TACKLE
MODELS
SPORTING GOODS
Lay-A-Way Toys For Christmas Now

DELANEY'S
24 College Street

idnmDrimmtr
FOUGHT HIS
FIRST BATTLES
ON THE GRIDIRON/
JIMMY QUARLES
Red was riamed All-Region, AllState, All-Southern, and AilAmerican teams while playing
football from his fullback post in
high school.
The stocky built sophomore
was called on to take over
the fullback post in the Villanova game and since that
time he has proved his ability
as he has been selected by
sportcasters
covering
the
games as the outstanding offensive player both in the
Maryland game and
last

"RED"

WHITTEN

to throw his hard vicious
tackles in a big league fashion. Besides making 13 tackles,
unassisted, Jimmy knocked
down two of the Gamecocks
forward passes. For Quarle's
brilliant showing, he received
a watch after the game as his
award as the outstanding
Tiger on the field that afternoon.
Jimmy is a senior here at Clemson academicaly but still has another year of eligibility left in
football. When he first entered
(Continued on Page 7)

Greenville, S. C.

DAVENPORT'S

HE WAS A
BACK ON
WEST POINT'S
1915 GRID
SQUADDOMINATED
8VTHEGREAT
ELMER
OLIPHANT.
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Poets' Corner...
Nameless

BADLY NEEDED

Billy Hair is shown above as he is being
closed in on by Don Earley 67) Gamecock left tackle and Norris Mullis (24),

Shown above is Clemson's defensive end
George Withers as he nails Carolina's
fullback Hootie Johnson immediately after he had caught a short Carolina aerial.
Jimmy Quarles, Clemson defensive line-

defensive left halfback. (Photo by Arnald
Gailliard).

backer is also shown as he closes in for
the cover up. (Courtesy of the Index
Journal. Greenwood. Photo by Charles
Haralson).

ESQUIRE
(Continued rom Page 6)
Clemson, Jimmy tiegan to work
out as a fullback. After playing
fullback his freshman year, and
bohunking at the same position
during his sophomore season, the
Clemson coaches decided he was
too rugged of a ball player to be
a member of the bohunk team.
They immediately switched him
to the defensive team at the beginning of his junior year at the
left-backer-up position. He played
excellent ball throuhout last season and was selected as the outstanding defensive Clemson player
in the Gator Bowl tussel against
Miami.
;>
After the Villanova game

CLEMSON, Octo. 18—The making of rental agreements has not
kept pace with the rapid changes
in farming in South Carolina. Dr.
M. C. Rochester, leader, Clemson
Agricultural Economics Extension Work, says farmers are finding that the old share-crop arrangements are not adequate for
the present systems of farming
under which more beef cattle,
milk, chickens, and turkeys are
being grown on a share basis, nor
are these arrangements adequate
where tractors and other laborsaving machinery are used by
sharecroppers in the production
of crops. Furthermore, the customary agreements do not provide
an opportunity for the conservation and wise use of the soils.
He points out that there are
progressive farmers in the state
who have worked out satisfactory
arrangement for producing beef
cattle, grade A milk or milk for
manufacturing purposes, hogs,
chickens, or turkeys on a share
basis. These farmers have also
developed plans for the use of
tractors and tractor equipment in
the production of crops on a share
basis and for their share-tenants
to participate in carrying out practices to conserve and improve the
fertility of their soils.
He says a study of some of these
rental arrangements shows that
they include: (1) Provision by the
landowners for ample land of good
fertility to produce food and feed
including land for permanent
pastures and grazing crops; (2)
provision of tenants and cropper
families to keep all, or to have
at least one or more, of the three
main classes of livestock that are
grown for food purposes—milk
cows, hogs, and chickens; (3) provision for income from more than
one source, and, where practical,
income from livestock and livestock products; (4) arrangements
for tenants and croppers and members of their families to work as
wage laborers on the landowner's
farm when they are not busy
with their own crops; and (5) provision for good comfortable houses
wired for electricity for all families to live in.
Dr. Rochester suggests that a
good rental agreement should include at least the following points:'
(1) The agreement should be
this season, Villanova coach,
Art Raimo remarked, "Quarles
is the best defensive linebacker that I have seen in
college football."
The Pre Med major from Abbeville, S. C. has already put himself in the same class with Wyndie
Wyndham, one of the greatest
defensive line backers ever to
wear the purple and orange. Jimmy has the responsibility of calling the defensive signals for the
Tigers as well as covering teams
running and passing attack.
Jimy stands 5' 10" and tips the
scales at 190 pounds. His speed,
his aggressiveness, his alertness,
and ability to throw the hard
vicious '.ackle that he does, all goes
to make him one of the greatest
Tiger defenders of all times.

Ive read of Blair the regular who at San Juan
wounded lay;
Ive thrilled to read of "Gunga Din' and "Road to
Mandalay";
Of Paul Revere, the Highwayman, Charge of the
Light Brigade
I've learned most writers think that all heroes are
born, not made
But, going back to Squeedunk, some thirty years
ago,
I saw a hoss named Sassafrassa jockey named
"Little Joe,"
Save a town from downfall; it cost 'em plenty too
But I think two heroes were made that day and
I'm paying 'em my due
The town was mostly mortgaged out to the gamb.ler, Houlihan
He had the lease on every store, but he was a
gamblin' man
He owned a hoss named Daisy June—fastest in
the land
And he told the folks, "It's up to you to beat me
if you can."
I'll turn over the mortgages to the hoss that beats
my hoss
And if I win this town will havet a bran' new
gamblin' boss.
The townfolk knew they had no chance but they
had to follow through.
They all got their old nag's out to see what they
could do.
Now "Little Joe" ws-a drinkin'—He measured just
five feet.
His headquarters was "Last Chance Saloon—Joe'd
rather drink than eat.
He knew if Houlihan won that bet that he'd own
Joe's favorite saloon.
So when that Saturday morning came the field
looked mighty slow,
And in gate number eight on his "Sassafras" was
a jockey named "Little Joe".
Now "Sassafras" hadn't done nothing but graze
and roam the pasture 'round
No one had such hopes for "Little Joe" and no
hopes for the town.
The hosses got off behind "Daisy June" all strung
out in a line ' '
I thought of the men and women here and the
homes they'd leave behind.
Sassafras got off slow with Joe a' pounding on
her back.
But Joe whispered to her; she caught afire, passed
mine named "Crocker Sack."
Then she passed eight and seven, six,'five, four
and three
She was runnin' like hell with the first two, it
was a sight to see.
She was comin' down the stretch, the gambler
give "Daisy June" the gun.
But ole "Sassafras" was runnin' like I ain't never
seen no hoss run.
thoroughly understood by both
parties, and to avoid possible misunderstanding should be in writing; (2) it should contain an automatic renewal clause in order
to cover more than one year; (3) it
should specify how expenses for
upkeep, labor, fertilizer, and other
expenses or incomes are to be
shared; (4) it should encourage
the tenant to use more labor-saving machinery, and, where practical, to add other crop and livestock enterprises for additional income and home use; (5) it should
provide for conserving the soils
and improving their fertility and
for making permanent improvements on farm buildings and the
home; and (6) it should be made
early in the fall sp that there will
be ample time to plant small
grains-and other fall-seeded crops.

'

—TIGER Staff Photo by Arnold dullard

men of the Church on the subject
of the Holy Spirit. The classes have
been meeting at the church each
afternoon at 3:30 p. m.
A special preparatory service will be conducted by Dr.
Crouch on Sunday morning at
the usual hour for morning
worship.
The leader for the special prayer meetings which were held at
the church on last Monday and
Tuesday evenings was Julian
Craig, Clemson graduate in the
class of ?950 and now a senior ministerial student at Columbia Seminary.

Local Presbyterian
Church Is Holding
Special Services

Evangelistic services are being
held at the Fort Hill Presbyterian
Church here throughout this week.
Dr. J. McDowell Richards, president of the Columbia Theological
Seminary at Decatur, Georgia, is
assisting the pastor, Dr. Sidney J.
L. Crouch, with the services.
Dr. Richards will preach tonight and on Friday evening at
7:30 p. m. and at the morning
services on Sunday morning,
November 2, at 11:30 a. m.
It might be said that a wedding
Tomorrow afternoon Dr. Rich- ring is a sort of a tourniquet
ards will conclude the Bible Stu- which is worn on a girl's left hand
dy Classes sponsored by the Wo- to stop her circulation.'

STOP AT
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Built for atthn
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Will Be Open Late For All Dances

$10.91
The top action locket of alt
time! Free swinging, nonbinding . . . wonderful for
all outdooi sports. It's
ruggedly tailored of exclusive McGregor Drizzler
cloth
, , completely
machine • washable, colorfast and water and wind
repellent.
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BETTER!
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HOLLY HILL INN
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THICK SHAKES . . . PURE BEEF HAMBURGERS

Sporting Goods

What is this thing called love?
Some say it's heaven sent.
What can make a person
Do things he never meant?
What can make you care
When you know it's all in vain.
And what can make your body,
Soul, and heart feel pain?
What can make you cry
For things which used to be,
When the love that you once knew
Is but a memory?
And the saddest, part . . .
You cannot stop those cries
For your love once was true
But fate ruled otherwise.
Is there a cure for thos ,
Or is it never-ending?
Yes—I will tell you one
If you will try depending
On God with all your heart.
With happiness again,
Youll see that you'll be blest
And with eternal rest.
—C. A. GIBSON

NOW OPEN ALL DAY

1»;ftS K5W*h* frown.

THE HOBBY SHOP
GREENVILLE, S. C.

, „

The vicar of an English church
wrote as follows to his bishop,
"My Lord: I am sorry to tell you
of the death of my wife. Can you
arrange to send me a substitute for
the week-end?

Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

TW

11 E. WASHINGTON ST.
_

Brent Breedin, former sports
editor of the Anderson Daily
Mail, has been named aa
Clemson's Sports Publicity
Director, succeeding McNeil
Howard who resigned to accept a position with a South
Carolina newspaper.
Howard announced his resignation before the Carolina
game and Breedin was then
named to succeed him. Howard has been directing sports
publicity here since the summer of 1950.

Trust Love

TIGER TAVERN -

ALL TYPE MODEL PLANES
ART
DRAWING
SUPPLIES
INSTRUMENTS

Governor and Mrs. James F. Byrnes, Dr. Robert F. Poole, and
Mr. Donald Russell, president of the University of South Carolina
meet on the playing field during halftime at the Clemson-Carolina
game. As is customary, the Governor changes sides during the
half at the annual Big Thursday game.

They was comin' toward home with "Sassafras'
givin' all that she had in 'er
Down that stretch with the town named Squeedunk ridin' on the winner.
"Sassafras" a' strainin' hard, Houlihan a nervous
wreck.
Joe whispered sompthin' once again and won it
by a neck.
The town was saved; the homes were saved; the
crowd broke down and cried.
And then the wonderful "Sassafras" jus' laid right
down and died. .
She gave all she had in her for the town an'
"Little Joe."
They gave her a funeral like a queen, you ain't
never seen such a show.
An' Joe he got the mortgages, turned 'em over
to the town
'Cept the Saloon which he said he'd sorta like
to keep aroun'
Now Joe owns the "Last Chance Saloon", he's a
very important man.
He's got the best bartender in town, fella named
Houlihan.
So Sidney of WhWere is it room in nick of courtly
fame
Where side by side with yours we write two more
heroes names
"Sassafras" and "Little Joe" who saved a town
on the brink
Of ruin and I could say more, but hell, I'm out bf
ink.
—SAMMY MILLER

Brent Breedin
Replaces Howard;
Publicity Director
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Students' Thinking
Habits Revealed
CHICAGO, 111. —(I. P.)— A survey of what students actually think
about in class, conducted by Benjamin S. Bloom, associate professor of education and examiner in
the College of the University of
Chicago, reveals wide variations in
thinking that takes place.
The survey taken of students in
five lecture classes and In thirty
discussion groups showed that students spent almost two-thirds of
their time thinking about the topic
discussed or being lectured on. In
the remaining third of the time
their thoughts were irrelevant to
the classwork.

Shown above are some of the Quartermaster equipment which were on display
on the field in front of the Field House
last Tuesday. Hundreds of students, National Guard members, members of other

SCHOLARSHIP BY

L

—TIGER Staff Photo by Jack Trimmier

reserve components, and residents of the
surrounding area visited the demonstration during its one-day stay on the campus.

Each
circuit
committee
chooses
two
Root-Tilden
Scholars and a first and second alternate. State and circuit committee members for
the screening of 1953 candidates will be announced early
in December.
Application for the Scholarships
must be completed by March 1,
1953, according to Dean Niles.
Final announcement' of selections

Various psychological tests were
applied to students reporting on
what they thought 'in class. Those
whose personalities were considered negative had two different
kinds of thoughts. The bright students with negative thinking criticized what was being said in class.
Less bright students mentally criticized other people in -class, including their clothes, appearance,
and conduct.
Persons suffering from anxiety,
lina Legislature were at Clemaccording to the tests, tended to
Son for a two-day official inthink more about themselves than
spection tour of the campus.
about what was going on in class.
Intramural sports had added a
The studies were made posunique activity to- its sports prosible because of a new techgram—intramural
wrestling. It
nique, called stimulated recall,
was noted that more than ninety
developed at the university
students had signed up to enter
within the last two years. By
the wrestling tourney.
playing tape recordings of
THIRTY YEARS AGO:
classroom events within two
The big news of the day was the
days after class, students were
story of Clemson's 3-0 win over
able to recall 95 per cent of
South Carolina on the strength of
what went on. The recordings '
a fifteen-yard field goal by Robinserved as a 'stimulant to reson in the last quarter. The Tiger
calling their thoughts as well.
emphasized the fact that the Bengals had been tremendously outTips for instructors also come
weighed; in fact, Clemson's rush- from the study. One suggests that
ing star of the game, Rhett Tur- the wisecrack or the telling phrase
nipseed, weighed less than 140 attracts too much attention itself,
pounds.
distracts the student from the reAmong the college's exhibits
mainder of the lecture. Five minin the Steel Building at the
utes after such a phrase, students
State Fair was a radio broadwould still be * thinking about it,
casting station with a receivinstead of what the professor was
ing set placed at the opposite
trying to say. The instructor reend of the building. Accordgarded as antagonistic by the stuing to the Tiger, the Clemson
dents, the one who disciplines the
electrical engineering boys had
class into line, gets more attena difficult time trying to extion from the students than do the
plain to the "flappers" the
ideas he presents. They spend
technical Intricacies of a wiremore time thinking about him, less
less set.
about what he says.

When We Were Younger...

TEN YEARS AGO:
Twenty-three Clemson seniors
Dean Russell D. Niles of New
had just been announced as havYork University's School of Law ing been listed in the annual
today extended the nation's out- "Who's Who in American Colleges
standing college seniors an invi- and Universities."
tation to apply for the $6,600
Over three hundred blood donthree-year Root-Tilden Scholar- ors had already been pledged to
give blood as soon as a unit from
ship for the 1953-54 term.
Designed to help train and de- the Greenville Blood Bank could
be set up on the campus.
velop potential leaders in public
The Tiger football team reaffairs, the scholarship program
turned home from Columbia
was inauguarated at N. Y. U. two
after having defeated the Caroyears ago, and at present has 42
lina Gamecocks by a count of
18-6 on the brilliant running
young men under training in the
and passing of Marion "Butch"
legal profession. The scholarship,
Butler. His favorite targets for
made financially possible by an
the 1942 Big Thursday affair
anonymous donor, are named for
were "Red" Stacy and "Chip"
two N. Y. U. School of Law gradClark. The Clemson gridsters
uates outstanding in American
were making preparations for
legal history—Elihu Root (1867)
the ensuing battle with Wake
Forest, which incidentally had
and Samuel J. Tilden (1841).
just lost to the Boston College
In the tradition of the men
Eagles by a score of 27 to 0.
James Melton, noted tenor who
for whom they are named,
had just completed a concert in
Root-Tilden Scholarships are
Clemson's Artist Series, stated that
awarded on the basis of supthe Clemson audience was ."witherior academic record meritout reservation, the best that I
ing Phi Beta Kappa or its
have ever sung to."
equivalent), potential capacTWENTY YEARS AGO:
ity for unselfish public leadThe fervor of a presidential camership, and active extracurripaign was sweeping the campus
much as it is doing today. A Young
cular participation in college
Democratic Club was organized on
life.
In his announcement, Dean the Clemson campus in support of
the Franklin D. Roosevelt-John N.
Niles stressed that leaders in the Garner ticket. It was stated that
profession have referred to the the "hope of the club is to check
Root-Tilden Scholarship program the nation's downward economic
as one "unique in American legal trend."
Then, as now, a costly fumble
education." Successful candidates
receive unusual benefits in three had spurred the South Carolina
Gamecocks on to a 14-0 triumph
major respects, he added.
over an injury-riddled Tiger team.
Members of the South Caro"A Root-Tilden Scholar will
study for his Bachelor of Laws
*-r
degree at N. Y. IPs new fivemillion-dollar Law Center
building under a distinguished
faculty of experts," he said.
"Individualized instruction in
advanced studies allied to the
law give him the maximum
opportunity to develop his
public leadership potential as
well as to be a success at bar
or bench."
A candidate must be over 20
years of age but not over 28 when
his law training begins and he
must be an unmarried male citizen
of the United States. (A separate
series of awards, the Florence Allen Scholarships, are available for
women at the N. Y. U. Law Center).
The scholarships each carry an
annual stipend of $2,200 to cover
tuition, books, and living expenses.
While the award is made initially
for one year, it is renewed for
the second and third years when
the student maintains a high standard in legal and general scholarship.
College seniors who wish to
be considered for the scholarships should apply immediately to: Dean of the Law
School, New York University
Law Center, New York 3, N.
Y.
Under the terms of the grant,
20 scholarships are awarded annually on a competitive regional
basis, vith two scholarships allocated to each of the ten Federal
Judicial Circuits. A candidate
whose application is accepted is
first screened by a state committee
consisting generally of the Chief
Justice of the state, the president
of the state bar association, and
the publisher or editor of a leading newspaper.
Together with nominees from
other states within his federal
judicial circuit, the candidate then
appears before a circuit committee, composed of the chief judge
of the Court of Appeals for the
circuit, the chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, and a professor of Law.

In discussion classes, onethird of the thinking is made
up of trying to solve problems
that come out in the' discussion.
About a quarter of the time is
spent in thinking about people,
including oneself and the danger of being called upon. In
lectures, students spend forty
per cent of the time merely .
following the lecture, -a different kind of thinking from
the problem solving involved
in discussion classes.

The military department's display consisted of a miniature of
the Clemson campus on a sand
table with all the college buildings and roads in exact scale.

T Deputation
Presents Program
At Limestone
■ A delegation of students from
Clemson presented a program at
Limestone College Wednesday, Oct.
29. Included in the group were the
following students: Jim Callaham
of Atlanta, Jerry Dempsey of
Drayton, Phillip Porcher of Mt.
Pleasant, Robert Tinsley of Laurens, Lynn Wyatt of Florence, David
Sherer of Columbia, and Bobby
Squires of Aynor. The group was
accompanied by P. B. Holtzendorff,
secretary of the YMCA.
In addition to presenting the
program a period of consultation was arranged whereby the
students from both schools
asked questions concerning the
program of the Christian Association and gave information
concerning the work that is
being done by the local association on the campus.
On Sunday, Nov. 2, Dr. GT'H.
Aull, chairman of the Clemson
College YMCA Advisory Board,
will be the speaker for the Vesper
service which is held in the Clemson YMCA Auditorium. These services are held immediately following the cadet supper hour at
6:05 and are usually concluded by
7:00 or 7:15, in ample time for
people to attend other services
and meetings.
The schedule is as follows:
Nov. 9. A delegation of students
from the Univ. of Term, will present the Vesper program.
Nov. 16. A group of students
from Winthrop College will have
charge of Vespers.
Nov. 18. Delegation of students
from Clemson will present program at Univ. of Tenn.
Nov. 23. Delegation from Ga.
Tech and Agnes Scott or delegation from Limestone is expected to present Vesper program.
Dec. 7. Anderson College Choir
to present program.

—TIGER Staff Photo by Arnold Gaillard

Awaiting the toss of the coin before the
Clemson-Carolina game gets underway
are George Rodgers and Billy Hair,

Clemson Group Is
Attending Chemical
Society Meeting

Dean Howard L. Hunter and
four faculty members of the Clemson College school of chemistry
are attending the Southeastern
Regional meeting of the American
Chemical Society being held on
the campus of Alabama Polytechnic Institute at Auburn, Alabama,
this weekend.
Accompanying Dr. Hunter
are professor of chemistry F.
B. Schirmer and associate
professors of chemistry, F.
I. Brownley, J. G. Dinwiddie,
and H. T. Polk.
Dr. Brownley will present a paper to the analytical section of the
meeting which deals with the extraction, identification, and determination of saphonins, a complex
plant material.
Dr. Dinwiddie will present

Let Us Service Your Car for Those Week End Trips

SKELTON SERVICE STATION

Clemson co-captains; and Walt Shea and •
John Latorre, Carolina co-captains.

two papers, one to the organic
section on the use of substituted phthalic hydrazides as potential plant growth regulators
and another to the biochemistry section on a review of
plant growth regulators in general.
Dean Hunter is chairman of the
steering committee of the Southeastern section of the American
Chemical Society.

A modern young girl and an oldfashioned woman were waiting at
a bus station. Here is their conversation.
Girl: "Will you have a cigarette?"
Woman: "What! Smoke a cigarette? Why, I'd sooner kiss the
first man who comes along!"
Girl: "So would I, but let's have
a cigarette while we're waiting."
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MAULDIN CHEVROLET CO.
Phone 3821
PENDLETON, S. C.
Complete Sales & Service
MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CAR

GULF PRODUCTS

NOTICE!
All members of Block and
Bridle who were not at the
meeting October 28 or who
did not give their names to
the secretary are requested to
give their names to Joe Bonds
in Room 3-325 before long
roll Friday, October 31. This
is necessary for Taps and a
corrected club roll. All dues
must be paid by October 31.

Tourist: This is a very dangerous
cliff. Why don't you put up a
"Danger" sign?
Native: Well, Stranger, we did
have a sign once, but nobody fell
over, so we took it down

FANT'S CAMERA
SHOP
"Between the Banks"
ANDERSON, S. C

Dr. Georganna
McDaniel
Chiropractic Health Service

and Accessory Organs not Adversely
Affected by Smoking Chesterfields
FlRST SUCH REPORT EVER PUBLISHED
ABOUT ANY CIGARETTE

109 Hillcrest Extension
PHONE 6904
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Office Hours: 2 to 6 P. M.
Tuesday and Friday Nights
Until 8

reported the results of a continuing study by a
competent medical specialist and his staff on the
effects of smoking Chesterfield cigarettes.

examination, including X-ray pictures, by the
medical specialist and his assistants. The examination covered the sinuses as well as the nose,
ears and throat.

A group of people from various walks of life
was organized to smoke only Chesterfields. For six
months this group of men and women smoked their
normal amount of Chesterfields— 10 to 40 a day.
45% of the group have smoked Chesterfields continually from one to thirty years for an average of
10 years each.

The medical specialist, after a thorough examination of every member of the group, stated:
-'It is my opinion that the ears; nose, throat and
accessory organs of all participating subjects examined by me were not adversely affected in the
six-months period by smoking the cigarettes
provided."

A responsible consulting organization has
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